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More Algae Trouble?

BLUE-GREEN algae in a fish tank are a source of great irritation to the fishkeeper and some danger to the fishes if not dealt with adequately and swiftly. Imagine then the problem that arises when a whole lake becomes infested with these forms of algae. With their appearance on the surface of the water, they are blown to the shore, there to decompose to the accompaniment of the smell of rotten eggs. Animals can die from drinking the water and fish suffer severely.

The problem is not just a hypothetical one. With the increasing use of farm fertilisers, with the growth of population and the problems of sewage disposal there comes increasing likelihood of natural waters becoming changed in ways that admirably suit the blue-green algae.

Lake Zurich was heavily polluted by 1850. Lake Washington in Seattle succumbed in 1940 and now the latest area to come under suspicion is Lake Windermere in our own Lake District. Dr John G. Stockner—working on a year’s fellowship from the U.S. National Institute of Health at the Freshwater Biological Association in the Lake District—suggests that Windermere is beginning to show the same signs of pollution that Lake Washington did 25 years ago.

Rain washes much of the fertilisers used on the farms into the Lake and, together with sewage, these supply the nutrients vital for algal growth. In warm weather, when algal increase, the visibility through the waters of the Lake is already down to under 10 feet. Four species of algae in particular tend to be common in polluted lakes and these are all plentiful now in Windermere. It is upon the advent of a long hot summer that the greatest increase in the growth of blue-green algae usually occurs to form the troublesome ‘bloom’.

Dr Stockner fears that the expansion of the tourist trade in the Lake District makes more pollution inevitable. It seems unlikely that the same cure that saved Lake Washington in Seattle can be applied here. There, the sewage of 1½ million people was diverted—but at a cost of several million dollars!
This is a project we should all be interested in—after all, the ageing process affects each and every one of us!

**Things to Come?**

Is the running of heaters, lights and pumps the only way in which electricity can be put to work by the aquarist? Two publications that caught our attention last month showed some other applications that could also come to be developed in the future for lovers of electrical gadgets.

In the German magazine *DATZ* a fishkeeper describes how he has made an electric net that can catch all the fish in a tank in many seconds. The net is of metal mesh and is the positive pole (anode) of a battery-operated circuit in which a metal rod placed in the aquarium is the negative pole (cathode). The device makes use of the observation that in an electric field in the water fish will always swim to the anode. By lowering the special net into the tank and switching on the current the fish are made to swim into the trap.

Use of electricity to kill parasites is the other application, reported in *The Progressive Fish Culturist* (U.S.A.). Heavy losses of salmon fry were occurring in the Washington Salmon-Cultural Laboratory, because of attack by flukes that are an intermediate stage in the life cycle of a worm that uses water snails as its host. Water flowing to the rearing tanks carried the microscopic flukes to the fish from snails inhabiting natural streams. After a number of experiments an electrical grid was devised through which water was made to flow before reaching the young salmon. This killed a sufficiently high proportion of the parasites, more than 90% of them, when used at 310 volts (60 cycles a.c.) per inch with an exposure time of 0.25 second.

The problem with this device was mainly the one resulting from variations in speed of the water flow—high rates of flow carried the parasites past the electrical field before they were exposed to it long enough to be killed. In stationary water 230 volts per inch for 1 second killed all the parasites, but such voltages cannot be applied in the presence of small fish for these would be killed as well.

**Vintage Fish Tanks**

THE well-known weekly exchange and mart recently celebrated the centenary of its publication and issued a facsimile of its first number (price one penny) to mark the occasion. In that issue, dated 12th May 1868, an aquarium had the distinction of being the subject of one of the first advertisements to appear (under "Country House"): "AQUARIUM.—2 ft. 7 in. long, 21 in. wide and 15 in. deep, enamelled ends and bottom, plate-glass front, opaque glass back, polished oak cornice. Wanted, a needle rifle. Open to offers.—100".

How interesting it would be to know the full history of that tank and to know what finally happened to it. There are vintage car clubs—anyone feel able to start a vintage aquarium club? We have a three-footer of unconventional design that is at least 40 years old to put up as a member, or is this one too much of a youngster?

**Films on Loan**

If you are planning a film evening for members of a society and want to include some of the more unusual subjects connected with the hobby you might like to know about these new short films.

They are not directed towards aquarium-keeping but each deals with basic principles of interest to the technically minded aquarist. *Genetics and Plant Breeding* (colour, 16 mm.; 17 minutes) presents the facts of the historical discovery by Gregor Mendel on which all genetics is founded. Animated sequences show how colour as a plant characteristic is transferred and the film also portrays how genetic theory has been used to breed pea varieties of special commercial value.

*Hard Water* (colour, 16 mm.; 15 minutes) gives the story of the calcium and magnesium salts that occur in water supplies and the troubles that the hard water makes for industrial and home users.

Both films can be obtained on free loan by application to Unilever Film Library, Unilever House, Blackfriars, London, E.C.4.
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LETTERS

Cichlid Confusion?

The article by Dave Lelliott ('Spawning Success With Pelmatochromis annenctens') appearing in the July, 1968 issue of PETFISH MONTHLY immediately caught my attention as this species has not been seen in the United States for many years. A glance at the accompanying photograph and the text, however, quickly indicated that the subject of Mr. Lelliott's article (and the photograph) was not *Pelmatochromis annenctens* but rather *Hemichromis fasciatus*. The latter has been seen in this country frequently, but in very limited numbers, over the past four years.

*Hemichromis fasciatus* is found over a range that extends from Senegal and Gambia, in the West African 'bulge', eastward into the basins of the Tchad, Niger and Congo rivers, and southwards to Portuguese Angola and the two (formerly) Rhodesias. As might be expected with a species with such an extensive distribution, it boasts an impressive list of synonyms including *H. auritus*, *H. lepardi* and *H. degewesi*. The fish does display a distinct resemblance to *Pelmatochromis arnoldi* (which, in turn, is frequently confused with *P. annenctens*) but may be distinguished from that species by its general lack of colour sexual dimorphism, by its more pointed head, by the absence of the pronounced frontal gibbosity so characteristic of the males of *P. arnoldi*, and by the absence of the cluster of metallic white scales above the vent that is especially characteristic of the females of *P. arnoldi*.

ALBERT J. KLEE
Editor, AQUARIUM MAGAZINE, Member, American Cichlid Association

SECRETLY I had hoped for some form of correspondence, preferably constructive, regarding my article 'Spawning the Pelmatochromis annenctens'. Consequently I was very pleased to read this letter from Mr Al. Klee.

For some time I have been having interesting conversations over these fish, particularly regarding their identification. The only means of identification I have are the popular books. Most of these conversations are started by some other aquarist denying these fish the name *annenctens* without offering an alternative. Others offer the name *Hemichromis fasciatus*. I am not at all sure what it should be but will point out my reasons for deciding on *Pelmatochromis annenctens* until something more certain becomes apparent.

1. *annenctens* means 'link'; probably between species, possibly between genera. This fish seems to carry some of each of three different fish's characteristics, i.e. *P. annenctens*, *P. arnoldi* and *H. fasciatus*.

2. My fish spawned when 4½ in. long and are now 5 in. in size. *H. fasciatus*, quoting Sterba, grows to 30 cm. *P. annenctens* reputedly grows to 5 in.

3. *H. fasciatus* are supposedly good parents, as were my fish. *P. annenctens*, being cichlids, are probably also good parents and rear their young.

4. Colour. My fish do not carry the white scales above the vent as *P. annenctens* do. The operculum spot on my fish is brilliant red, as stated (by Sterba) it should be in *P. annenctens*. *H. fasciatus* carries a blue-green spot ringed with gold. The pictures of *H. fasciatus* in EXOTIC TROPICAL FISHES show both of the fish, male and female, carrying a large blotch on the dorsal fin; neither of my fish has this mark.

5. My fish are definitely unpleasant by temperament and greedy, eating anything that moves or has a meaty taste. This suggests they are *H. fasciatus* or *P. arnoldi*. *P. annenctens* is of a much milder nature.

6. All three species seem to be able to raise clean water in high temperatures and all com from about the same area.

7. Finally I have shown these fish at open shows on several occasions and twice have won awards with them; once first in class. The judges in each case have never corrected the name or approached me on them or on any count, which would suggest they agree with my choice of name!

I have named these fish *P. annenctens* because of the facts I have presented in this letter and because the dealer who sold them to me named them *P. annenctens*. I will therefore be very pleased to hear from anyone who can ensure their identification positively. I hope in the future to be able to approach the British Museum with some of these fish for positive identification.

DAVE LEILLIOTT
Vertulan Aquatic Group

Half-Day Circus

DARLING! Darling! Wake up!... wake up!... they've made blooming history... wake up!... Obviously my excitement didn't make much impression on my wife at 7.30 a.m. but slowly I managed to drag her into the room where my marine tank is. 'Well—yes—very nice dear, can I go back to bed now.'... she hadn't even seen my beautiful clowns fusing around a piece of petrified wood, covered in clown eggs. I could hardly contain the excitement that had been pounding around inside me for the last 30 minutes. It was incredible that I, a complete novice to marine fishkeeping, should have this beautiful thing happen to me, or should I say to my fish? I immediately searched my magazines for an article I remembered seeing written by someone who had had clowns spawning all over the place... Drat, that would be the issue that I lent to Dave, too early to phone him; never mind I'll sort it out at the local pet shop... Photos! I must take a photograph—where did I put that fish gun?... the loft, it must be in the loft. Film! I knew I've got the film somewhere... Darling, where did you put that new colour film? Oh! we used it on holiday— it doesn't seem like a year does it?... panic rears its ugly head!

'Time! What's the flaming time? 9.10—it can't be.
I haven’t had breakfast!”... “Well, dear, if you will sit with your fish all morning!”

It seemed that lunch time would never come but at last I was free for one hour. I sped down to the shops: beef-heart, liver, prawns, cod-liver oil and other goodies. These are the things that, once mingled, I was sure would bring my young clowns on to the size that could eat brine shrimps. I rushed home—my excitement was building up to a crescendo. Out of the car, through the door, up the stairs, and in the room... ‘Oh no! they have eaten every last one!’

Edgware, Middlesex

DAVID TAFLER
Member, I.M.S.S.

Aquarium ‘Sharks’

JUST a note to let Jim Kelly know that all is forgiven, and the second War of the Roses has been aborted. Anyone can make a mistake, as you say (Transatlantic Topics, PPM, August). I am well aware of that—I always seem to make more than anyone else. I will be only too pleased to let you know of any further successes with the ‘sharks’. As soon as I can procure a few reasonable specimens of Labro forshki (stone sharks?) or L. neochi (diamond sharks?) work will once again resume in making yet another shark success. That is to say, if this is possible. After all, the Labro are not what could be called easy fishes to keep, not to mention spawning.

I have the feeling that Jim Kelly’s fancy guppies would make my Labro look drab, but not to worry. Every aquarist eventually finds his own field of work!

Leeds 15, Yorks.

LEN MARRILL

We have had news of another successful aquarium ‘shark’ spawning, in London this time, and hope to be including details of this in a coming issue of PPM.—EDITOR.

After reading Jim Kelly’s Transatlantic Topics in your July issue, I think he is getting behind in his reading of fish literature. I bred the red-tailed shark during May, 1966 and quite a few times since. My article on ‘Spawning the Red-tailed Shark’ was printed in PPM in June, 1967. I have also had articles on the spawning printed in 15 American society magazines, one in Canada, one in South Africa and Australia.

Since Len Morrill (who also resides on this side of the Atlantic) and myself published our experiences on breeding this fish there has been one report from America on a successful spawning by Fred Kerr in an American magazine. As all these articles agree on the conditions required to breed these fish I expect that there will be many more reports on successful spawnings in the near future.

Workop, Notts.

ALBERT DEAKIN

The Earlier the Better

As a breeder of guppies for a considerable number of years, and not without some reasonable success, I have always subscribed to the idea that the method devised by any particular individual by which he successfully achieves, within reason, the results he wishes to achieve, is the correct method he should pursue—despite the good (or otherwise) advice he gets from all and sundry. In a letter in reply to Peter Unwin’s article (PPM, August) Mr Ian T. Mathieson of Kent writes amazement at the suggestion that guppies should mate 4–6 weeks after birth and advocates keeping females virgin till they are 9 months old and keeping males separate for the same length of time.

My experience of keeping females as stated, even if 4 or 6 or 7 months, is that many become sterile, and the introduction of a dozen or more adult males will not succeed in making them gravid. This has been confirmed by many experienced guppy breeders and it is not just from my own observations. It is my experience that guppies mated at an early date, even as early as Mr Unwin suggests, is the ideal method. I know my won’t get so many in a brood as you would from adult but numbers are not all-important. Quality of what matters and this method has worked successful for me for a period of 12 years. Furthermore, I have line breeding 99% true-to-type for the past 10 years almost identical in colour, colour pattern and caudal and dorsal shape.

I assure Mr Mathieson that the serious breeders of guppies do so because they like them, and to show the world of their devotion and labour in friendly competition at the various shows held up and down the country. We do not advocate ‘as our writer implies’ the flood of the market with runts. They are not produced for a monetary gain but to promote and encourage the cult of a worthy introduction of new membership to this very worthwhile recreational hobby so many of us enjoy.

PHIL JENI
Birmingham Section
Fancy Guppy Association

Judging Delays

Are judges taking longer to do their work at shows and is this because the fishes bench are of such high standard as the classes getting too big? I ask this because at four-one-day shows I have been to this south this year, I and lots of other people have been kicking heels, long after the scheduled time for judgin to have finished, waiting for a chance to have a look at the exhibits. Organising societies have been very apologetic about the delays but I think there ought to be some way of avoiding them happening at all.

London, S.W.6

R. BURLE

South to North

Having been able to take part in the Bradford Furnished Aquarium Show I should like to say how much I enjoyed my visit to the north, never having been to Yorkshire before. The aquarists of the north are not much different from the aquarists of the south except that they talk funny (they said I was a foreigner!); we all keep fish and enjoy the same hobby.

The Show was very well organised and I would like to pass my thanks to Keith Barracough and his staff and all the members of Bradford A.S. for putting on a very good Show. I am looking forward to meeting some of them again in the near future.

Ashford, Middlesex

P. CAIR
T'was on a Sunday Morning . . .

Tale of a pond in pictures

by ROGER BRAIDWOOD

It was a peaceful Sunday morning and our garden pond looked beautiful. My Dad was just about to start a little gentle weeding. He thought he would also prop up some of his plants bulldozed by our tortoises Charlotte and Charlie in their meanderings. Suddenly we heard a crack and loud splash. Mr Tug the budgerigar chattered excitedly, Charlotte and Charlie disappeared into their shells with a hiss and Dad decided his peaceful Sunday was over. My little brother had smashed an egg into the pond . . .

The egg did not improve the underwater scene one little bit. Our 17 goldfish shoaled at one end away from the mess. My Dad reached for his hose and bales. The plants were in pots so they were easy to move out. Next the fish had to be netted, which was not so easy . . .

Then Dad started the long job of getting out the water and shingle. Charlotte and Charlie kept getting in the way. Anyone would think they were terrapins the way they hung round the empty pool. Eventually the pond was clean again and everything was put back . . .

Dad's Sunday was spoilt but he was inspired later to alter the design and made a waterfall so that now the pond looks even better than before all the trouble—anyway it seemed to pass Charlotte's and Charlie's inspection.
Cats with the “Catfish Look”

By BRAZ WALKER

Photographs by the author

The red-tailed catfish (Phractocephalus hemioliopterus) pictured above is from the Amazon region where it is said to grow several feet long.

It seems only natural that South America, the ancestral home of the siluriformes or catfishes, should contain among its almost unbelievably diverse catfish population a family of great proportions containing for the most part members which I am tempted to call ‘typical’ catfishes. The scaleless, plateless, bewhiskered catfishes of the family Pimelodidae possess with few exceptions all of the traits usually associated with catfishes. Furthermore, they seem to exhibit these characteristics in the correct proportions to make them ‘look’ like catfishes even to the relatively unpractised eye.

Although there are bizarre members to the family, a prime example of this ‘catfish look’ is found in the genus Pimelodella, probably the most familiar of the pimelodid genera as far as the aquarist is concerned.
Pimelodella melas is the probably correct name for this catfish but identification of the species in this genus is not easy.

Pimelodella species are found in every river from Buenos Aires to Guyana and Venezuela and northward into Panama. Most are rather small fishes, with the largest species, *P. cristata*, reaching a maximum length of one foot. Most are much smaller than this and in the aquarium seldom do they exceed 4 inches.

Accurate identification of the *Pimelodella* species is difficult, especially for the aquarist since he naturally prefers identifying live fishes. Because of the great similarity, most specimens are sold as *Pimelodella gracilis* although many of them are doubtless some other species.

The true *Pimelodella gracilis* or 'graceful catfish' as it is called possesses at maturity a greatly prolonged upper lobe on the caudal (tail) fin which is much longer and slightly more narrow than the lower lobe. The maxillary (upper) barbels always reach at least to the base of the anal fin. There is usually a broad lateral band which is present at times and invisible at others and the back edge of the dorsal spine is equipped with a number of strong teeth.

The difficulty encountered with identifying the various species is compounded by the vast difference in appearance of young and older specimens of the same species in some cases. The only reliable method of identification is apparently a comparison of the tooth structure of pectoral fins, a project which few aquarists are either equipped or willing to undertake.

A very similar genus of pimelodid cats which can easily be mistaken for *Pimelodella* is the genus *Rhamdia*. Since *Rhamdia* species grow to a much larger size, with appetites to match, the careful aquarist can avoid this embarrassment by a simple check of the first ray of the dorsal fin. In *Pimelodella* this is always stiff and pungent;

The graceful catfish (Pimelodella gracilis) is the name most commonly given to species available to aquarists. The fish shown is probably of this species but not all catfish so named are really *P. gracilis*.
in *Rhamdia* it is flexible and without a spine.

Certainly among the most beautiful of these 'typical' pimelodid catfishes is the red-tailed catfish, *Piaractus cephalus hemiolopterus*. This striking creature is definitely not a candidate for the guppy tank since in Nature it is reported to reach a length of 1-20 metres or nearly 4 feet. Obviously, few aquarists are equipped to care for a fish of such proportions, and since it is rare even in Nature the price is invariably quite high. It is, however, seen in public aquaria with reasonable frequency. The blood-red tail, carbon-black upper or dorsal surface and the snow-white belly form a pattern of such beauty and contrast that large specimens on display are always popular attractions.

Similar in some ways to *Pimelodella* is the genus *Pimelodus* although the adipose or 'fat fin' of the latter is always higher than it is long. Also *Pimelodus* almost seems to be 'hump-backed' in appearance in most cases because of the sharply forward-tapering occipital process which drops off from the dorsal rather sharply. *Pimelodus pictus* seems to be the most predominant species and is tremendously variable in appearance. It is basically a silvery fish with very long barbels and a greatly variable pattern of black spots. This fish has recently been sold in America under the name *Pimelodella anglica*. *Pimelodus* is very active and in spite of not reaching excessively large sizes in most cases it may prove too enthusiastic for certain more reserved species.

In view of the size of the family Pimelodidae it is somewhat surprising that it was once included with several other groups which have now achieved family status under the single family heading Siluridae. For
those working with these fishes in earnest, it soon became apparent that the vastness of numbers and characteristics needed further division. Within the pimelodid family are still a number of strange fishes which in appearance are quite unlike the majority.

Few fishes are so strangely handsome as the 'shovel-nosed' catfishes of this family, such as *Sorubim lina*, or the beautiful and predatory tiger catfish *Pseudoplatus tinto fasciatus* which prows the rivers in his crepuscular search for smaller fishes than himself on which to gorge. The stream-lined, shark-like *Sorubim*, whose underslung mouth is flattened deceptively against the lower portion of his spatulate anterior, is capable of dropping open his lower jaw like the front end of a landing barge to engulf his prey. In contrast to the striped copper of the tiger catfish's beautiful colour, the shovel-nose (*Sorubim*) has a gleaming white belly, a held black lateral stripe from the eye through the entire lower lobe of the forked tail and a reddish grey and mottled dorsal surface in an arrangement which catches even the casual eye.

The shovel-nose is a small fish by aquarium standards but will not bother fishes that cannot be swallowed. The tiger is even larger but smaller specimens can be kept in 25 to 50 gallon aquaria with comparable sized fishes.

To be continued

---

**Personal COMMENT**

**by ARPEE**

A REVIEW of the livebearers might almost begin and end with the guppy. It yields the utmost delight to a wide section of the hobby and proliferates its kind in like measure; its form has infinite variation and its needs are minimal. All the same, I will leave it to those better qualified than I am to write about it, as it seems that only the specialist has anything really new to say about its story, since this is being added to all the time by the efforts and researches of line breeders.

My only contribution here is a warning I have uttered before: if you start on guppies you will almost certainly finish on guppies, and this may be sooner than you think. If you survive the first six months with them you are probably a guppy pot for life. In the process you will have found out how to adjust their numbers to your available accommodation, which is no mean lesson in itself and the hallmark of the seasoned fishkeeper. If you fail to master this little fish you will soon be inserting a 'For Sale' advertisement in the local paper and be close to despair in the meantime as quite how to dispose of all of those surplus fish which even the local school won't accept as a gift.

I was greatly depressed recently, when re-visiting old haunts, to discover one dealer's tanks (there were over 20 of them) completely occupied by second-rate guppies! It was a public example of sloppiness that no self-respecting amateur would have put up with for one moment, and something of a warning to would-be beginners in the vicinity of what might happen to them if they ventured into this hobby; their chances of success would be remote indeed if the professional ended up like this, and where would they be able to dispose of their surpluses if he couldn't?

A much lesser problem confronts the fancier of the platy or the mollie. In neither case are families so large, nor are they as vulnerable to depreciation. By 'depreciation' I refer to stock quality rather than, primarily, financial aspects, though of course the two do go together. Stock selection with the guppy has to be very strict indeed if good results are to be obtained, but with platies and mollies the percentage of acceptable fry for rearing purposes is much higher, brood by brood, given that a normally favourable breeding environment exists.

The mollie, for some reason, seems to have taken rather a back seat in recent years so far as amateur breeders are concerned, and I think this is because a lot of them have switched loyalties to the guppy, possibly because its tighter breeding cycle is more attractive. You have to get mollies to a bigger size, by comparison with platies and good guppies, if you are to sell them at a worthwhile price, and this only has much appeal to the patient and careful breeder. Fortunately for most of us there is a trickle of good mollies from this source, but nothing like enough, and I think it is a good fish for the beginner if he remembers one or two points essential to its well-being.

Give your stock fish a tank of their own—the largest you can afford. Put in plenty of plants, particularly a layer of *Riccia* on the surface, and add a teaspoonful of sea salt to every gallon of water. A light tank will encourage the growth of algae, which mollies like to graze away from its anchorage. Leave the stock fish undisturbed and let them have their young without the indignity of breeding traps; if they are generously fed (a normal feeding two or three times a day for the first week after birth of the fry), the young should get away to a good start. Quite obviously the next job is to discard any bad fry and gradually to transfer the larger fry to onward rearing tanks as they progress in size. But keep the water characteristics much the same as they were in the parent tank, as both mollies and platies can be put off their stroke by fundamental changes.

The platy is similar in many respects to the mollie when it comes to breeding, though I think it is a rather tougher fish. Every month or so you may expect a batch of fry, though the mollie tends to be less prolific. When you are starting out to breed them you may bring some specimens home from the shop and find them obviously
allergic in some way to your aquarium water, as they will remain motionless in midstream with folded fins and a jaded look. I have found that an increase in the salt content of the water, together with a temperature rise, will often put things right. The symptoms above will sometimes foreshadow an attack of ich., so it is as well to assume that the worst will happen and to add the correct initial dosage of one of the proprietary cures, so that a further setback will not be encountered.

Looking around the shapes and sizes and colours of platys one is struck by the number of variations as well as their beauty and it is not easy to select any single one for attention. It has long been my opinion that the one thing that is sadly lacking at the moment is a really good strain of blood red platys that can hold their shape, size and colour consistently. I have seen only two or three fish worthy of the name in the last couple of years and hope that these comments may encourage greater interest in the development of this type.

The blue platy is also a delightful fish, which ought to make more of the headlines than it does; the increasing use of Gro-Lux lighting, under which both of these fish look particularly good, may well enhance its appeal. At all costs, however, let us oust from our tanks those wretched thin-bodied little orange-red platys that look like apologies for the real thing. Mollies and platys should have bodies as round as a half crown (or as near as you can get to it!): if this could be the aim of the amateur breeder (coupled with a good colour standard), then the next few years might seem some real improvements.

The breeder of this group of livebearers must have as his aim the production of first-class fish that will stand on their own in almost any surrounding. He must completely jettison the outworn idea that these are simply fill-ins for the community tank: the molly will provide some unusually good jet black and the platy will provide a splash of red. This horrible idea is as outmoded as geraniums, lobelia and alyssum for the front garden. A feature using really first-class specimens of any will almost certainly look superb, even if imagination or skill in tank lay-out is lacking, but a hotch potch of the mediocre set against a gloriously planted tank will just get nowhere. Don’t good plants deserve good companions, anyway?

Concluding this group is the swordtail, on which subject I will be as brief but less complimentary than I was for the guppy. If you must have swords, then set up a tank much as for the varieties above, but treble it in size and never put anything but swords in it. Then just breed them true and enjoy them, but I will never buy any as they are vicious bully’s and unappealing to my eye. Perhaps someone will come to their defence, perhaps not, as they seem to be in increasing need of it, judging by their deteriorating reputation and diminishing appearances in dealers’ tanks.

I should have liked to add some practical notes on the high-fin platys, but I have so far not kept them. Their wonderful colour, particularly under Gro-Lux, has to be seen to be believed, and I imagine that they sell like hot cakes, but the beginner is warned that breeding is not by any means a good proposition as the strain is not particularly stable. This means not only that fry are likely to be disappointing, but that the stock fish themselves are always rather suspect. It is fairly certain that for some time it is better to leave these glorious creatures to the specialists with acres of facilities, whilst we do what we can with their forebears.

At all events you will find the molly and the platy the most engaging of fishes. They are seldom still, they rapidly become tame, and they are really the most suitable of tenants for ‘one fish’ tanks. But give them a varied diet and see how they thrive and how their colours improve; and keep them in generous quarters, too. You will never believe they could grow so big. Size, coupled with the self-colours of these fish may prove to be quite a new experience to many who have given them the go-by because they have only ever seen the poorer stuff. So get going, you breeders, and produce enough half-crown sized platies and mollies for us all. The rewards should be remunerative as well as aesthetically most satisfying.

---

Readers’ Queries Answered

Dosing with Methylene Blue

I bought methylene blue from a chemist at 5% strength as I was told it was good for tropical fish diseases and as a tonic. I’ve read it up in books from the library but am unable to understand the measurements given for use—my language is ‘so many drops to the gallon’. Would you advise me please?

The amount of methylene blue solution at the strength mentioned does not have to be measured precisely for the aquarium since it is not possible, generally speaking, to give too much. The blue will, however, be harmful to plants in almost any strength that is likely to be used. About 5 drops per gallon would give the correct working strength (when stirred, the tank water should appear definitely blue to the extent of obscuring visibility).

This will cure diseases such as white spot. Methylene blue should not be used as a ‘tonic’ since its action is to kill fish parasites, not to improve the general condition of the fish or correct tank conditions.

Colisa chuna

Can you please give me some information about spawning Colisa chuna? There seems to be very little in the literature about this.

Though this fish is not a recent importation it is true that it is not well covered in British fish literature. Breeding can be accomplished by bringing the temperature down from around 83°F (29°C) to 78°F (25°C). A 10 gallon tank is

Continued on page 251
FISHES FOR THE PONDKEEPER TO ENJOY

Rudd, and the Challenge of the Koi

By R. M. WHITTINGTON

A well-conditioned golden rudd is a fine subject for showing in the Native and Foreign Coldwater Classes, and I have known it to take awards way over the other entries. Extreme care in handling is necessary, as the scales become detached more readily than in other fishes.

We now turn to what I consider to be the great challenge to the coldwater aquarist at this time. I am referring to Nishiki Koi, the Japanese coloured carp. Little is known about them; originally they were developed in Japan but were only permitted to be kept by wealthy noblemen. They have been available in this country and in the U.S.A. for about 4 years. Prices are high; size of fish and quality of colour has a bearing upon this, but specimens are available around 4 inches long for under a pound.

Koi carp were the subject of an article in PETFISH MONTHLY by myself in July, 1967. I then posed certain questions about their origin and antecedents, and I regret that the answers have not yet come my way.
There are a large number of colour patterns available (some illustrated in last month’s issue). The names of some of them are: red and white, pure white, pure red, silver scale, tri-colour (red, white and black), white tortoiseshell (black markings), red tortoiseshell, yellow with mottled black, scarlet mottled black, white mottled black, light blue, pure yellow, brown, pure gold, gold with lighter shade on head, silver with head shading, orange/gold, and light blue with red markings. The pure colours are particularly attractive, as are the mirror scaled types, and a mixture of colours is also impressive.

The fish vary in appearance between fully scaled and partially scaled, as in the mirror carp. Some fish have barbels and some do not, thereby indicating that both Cyprinus and Carassius carp have been used in the evolution of the coloured fish.

I am sure that any aquarist who has available to him a reasonable body of open water and some large tanks could find the pursuit of Koi and their problems a most fascinating and absorbing pastime.

---

**PFM Photo COMPETITION**

Closing date for entries
30th September (entry form on page 274)

---

This month’s picture selected from the entries so far received, and which will all be assessed in the final judging next month (results in the November issue), is of a Plecostomus. Its owner, Mr D. A. Seymour, bought it in 1957 for 15s when it was 2 in. long. It is now 9 in. long and has been kept since purchase in a 36 in. by 18 in. by 12 in. tank. Its food is tubifex worms and a daily pellet of cat food. Normal aquarium illumination was used to take the photograph, a hand-held exposure of ½ second at £2.8.

---

There are no special categories of entry for this Competition. Photographs in black and white or colour (prints or transparencies) can show your favourite fish in close-up, the interior of your aquarium, fish breeding or other fish behaviour, or your garden pond. Each entry will be judged according to photographic merit as well as for its interest to fish-keepers. Main cash prizes will be £5 each, with subsidiary prizes of £2 each, plus a monthly chance of being paid one guinea if a picture is selected for printing in an issue of PFM appearing before final judging and announcement of results. Use the entry form from a current issue of PFM when sending your pictures and please read the Rules and Conditions for the Competition printed in the June issue.
Can Marines be Aquarium-Bred?

By GERALD JENNINGS
(International Marine Study Society)

For those wishing to try to breed
marines, the old adage is easier said
than obeyed—first obtain a pair.
Once you have done so I would
suggest that the next line should
read ‘then obtain a semi-natural
tank’, as it seems that the number of
spawnings in such units far exceeds
those in ‘standard’ set-ups.

• ALWAYS having thought that
one sure sign of an interested
readership is that one begins to
receive constructive criticisms of
one’s articles, I am not disillusioned
at all about the comments I have
received on my notes about ozone
in Marine Forum for June; later,
when all the material and letters I
have been promised in the postbag
materialise, I hope to discuss in this
column once again and in greater
detail both its merits and mis-use.

WHEN giving talks on marine
fishkeeping to societies a ques-
tion one can count on receiving is
‘What about breeding them—can it
be done?’ Well, here I shall once
again place my neck on the chopping
board, so to speak, and reply ‘Yes’,
but the ‘yes’ is a tentative one.

Marine fishes are regularly
spawned but the young ones not
often raised. In fact, during the last
2 months to my knowledge there
have been three (and, I might add,
two successful) spawnings of mar-
ines in and around the London area.
Mr Tatter of Edgware spawned a
pair of Amphiprion percula in a
semi-natural ecosystem. Mr J.
Clark of Hornsey spawned pipefish (in
a bare tank!) and a pair of my own
gobies (probably Gobius minutus)
decided to set up home after just
being introduced into my semi-
natural aquarium.

The young clownings barely lived a
few hours (the usual story one hears
unfortunately) but the pipefish are
still growing, some 60 youngsters
doing well. My own gobies, after
refusing almost every food offered,
have been reduced in numbers from
an estimated 700–900 to a mere
handful, but the survivors are now
eating brine shrimp (Artemia) and
growing well.

The tropical marine species of Pomacanthus (lower fish) and Acanthurus
(top) have not yet been reported as breeding in the aquarium. Acanthurus
enjoy browsing on algae and it could be that ‘natural’ tanks will prove to be
essential for breeding
reliably informed by many authors that sodium bicarbonate be used to raise marine pH, but a colleague of mine at present studying this does not agree with this solution to the problem, and whilst admitting that in his opinion sodium carbonate (or washing soda) would do a better job than the bicarbonate, suggests the use of the industrial reagent "lime water". As most of us will, in fact, remember from our childhood chemistry days, lime water reacts with carbon dioxide to form an insoluble precipitate of calcium carbonate; sound reasoning—and in fact it has worked on the several occasions that I have tried it.

- I HAD the opportunity the other day to have a chat with a non-marine aquarist associate who had been busy reading an article on nitrate extraction by the use of algal filters in the recent issues of SALT-WATER AQUARIUM MAGAZINE. He seemed enthralled by this prospect, saying that, in his opinion, this was quite revolutionary and if it worked would provide food for thought as it would certainly reduce the initial cost of setting up a marine aquarium.

After having had a tank set up in a similar fashion for some 10 or so months, I was able to assure him that it did work! (See last month's Marine Forum.)

---

**The Aquarium Show 1968**

**Thursday 7th to Sunday 10th November**

**LONDON S.W.I.**

- **THE Aquarium Show** will open at 2.30 p.m. on Thursday, 7th November, and at 10 a.m. on succeeding days, until 9.0 p.m. (5.30 p.m. on Sunday).

- **ADMISSION** to The Aquarium Show will be 35 6d for adults, 18 9d for children. Reduced rates will apply for tickets purchased in advance in batches of at least 12: 28 6d adults, 16 3d children.

- **LONDON'S** newest multi-storey car park has been opened close to Vincent Square in time for visitors to The Aquarium Show. It is situated in Rochester Row, which is two minutes walk from The Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall.

- **ARRANGEMENTS** are being made for programmes of talks, demonstrations, and slide shows to take place each evening during the Show and throughout the day on Saturday and Sunday.

- **THE Show Organiser** is grateful to those who have offered their services as stewards and wishes to invite further offers of help from aquarists available during the week commencing 4th November.

- **FURTHER details** of The Aquarium Show will appear in next month's issue of PFM with full directions to aid intending visitors coming by road or rail.

---

**Brent A.S. Honour**

**The Aquarium Show**

BRENT A.S. announce that they have arranged their first Buffet and Dance and that it is their wish to make it an occasion to commemorate the inauguration of The AQUARIUM SHOW in London. Many distinguished guests have been invited and it is hoped that as many societies as possible will want to come to this important social occasion. It is being held at the Cavendish Rooms, London N.W.10 on Friday 11th October, 7.30 p.m. for 8 p.m. Tickets cost 50s. double and 17s. 6d. single, obtainable from Mr T. D. Smith, 226 High Road, London, N.W.10. Early application for tickets is recommended.
THE thought came whilst watching a television programme in colour—so uninteresting that even the novelty of the spectrum didn’t hold my attention and my mind wandered on to a question that has occupied much of my guppy mail recently.

On black and white television a famous painting can be recognised, but can it be enjoyed? The same holds good for to-day’s Poecilia. Despite the production of many wonderful colour patterns, I still feel that the present-day fish do not interest half as much as the less colourful specimens of yesteryear.

Then, a breeder would spend a long time producing a strain with which, if successful, he usually became associated. His pleasure came from the work involved in breeding and he knew that, even if he was successful, his single strain would still only assure him of one class prize.

Though competition can be the life blood of any society and I would be the last to deny that a group without this would soon fail, I still feel that this can also be the causation of many leaving the hobby. After all, the current popularity of the broadtail ensured that too many were chasing too few. The regularity of which the top breeders’ names appeared in the winners’ lists were as boring to the beginner as a test card.

So pampered have our pets become in their sterile, clinical, diet by numbers environment, they cannot withstand the rigours of a tank going even a ‘little off’! Gone are the days when they warranted little more than a milk bottle as a home.

By PETER UNWIN

Therefore it came as no surprise to learn that there is now a swing back to the old methods of breeding. Perhaps there is still a hope of to-day’s beginner seeing 2- and 3-year-old guppies once again.

(I tried turning up the knob on my T.V. marked ‘Brilliance’ but it didn’t improve the dialogue one iota.)

If a prize were ever offered for the most popular question asked by the beginner to guppies it would surely be won by the query: ‘What is the best food for feeding to my fish?’

If every answer were a pound note then in total they would probably finance the National Debt, yet I do recommend one food and that is ox heart. The trouble with this type of diet is that one ox heart, even a small one, purchased from the butcher is too much for just one hobbyist and in the resultant wastage, the food jumps into the high price bracket. Even if your requirements are large, and you chose to feed with heart exclusively (which I don’t recommend), you will still find that the food goes off before you use it all up.

One answer is to arrange a rota with a few friends. Arrange that each member of the ‘heart syndicate’ takes his turn at purchasing and preparing the heart and then sharing it out between the rest of the team. Club meetings would seem ideal venues for this. Dealing with the situation this way means you only have to buy and cook a heart periodically, and sharing means everyone receives fresh supplies.

Continued from page 246

quite suitable and planting is not necessary as the male builds his nest independent of any foliage. The spawning acts last for about an hour and up to 400 eggs can be released. These hatch within the first day and 72 hours after the spawning the fry are free-swimming. Infusoria can be fed as the first food followed by egg yolk infusion. Near the end of the first week, newly hatched brine shrimp may be given.

The fry display dark bands at the end of a month. Growth is very quick and the fish are mature at the end of 4 months.

An Odd-Ugly Community

I have recently set up a 36 in. by 15 in. tank for the sole purpose of keeping unusual or odd-ugly fishes. The tank is filtered, well planted with Amazon swords and the only fish in it at present are two Mastacembelus maculatus about 5 in. long. I am in a position to feed all my fishes on live foods. Would you suggest fishes that would live in harmony with the eels and form an interestingly unusual community tank?

Since you have the tank well planted it would be advisable to consider any of the family Cichilidae in which group many of these ‘odd-ugly’ fishes are to be found. Also, companions for the spiny eels would be more suitable for larger-growing species, so care must be taken not to overcrowd the tank and to keep the number to six or eight fishes. Knife fishes make very suitable companions for spiny eels (family Notopteridae) and short-nosed elephant fish (family Mormyridae). Butterfly fish are generally agreed to fall into the ‘odd-ugly’ range and some would include a Plecostomus as well.
This characin is affected by velvet disease. A diagram of the life cycle of the causative parasite is shown below. On the facing page a photograph of a fish with white spot is shown.

Life Cycle of Velvet

Grown parasites leave the skin of an affected fish and by a series of divisions each one gives rise to a large number of new young parasites. These have thread-like 'tails' by which they swim in the water and reach a fish. They become attached to the skin and as they feed on its tissue they enlarge to give rise to the tiny spots that are visible to the eye by careful inspection. Plants, gravel and water in an aquarium with this disease present are all likely to be carrying the swimming form of the velvet parasite.
Velvet and White Spot Disease

Similarities and differences between these two common fish diseases with a suggested treatment applicable to both

By
Dr ZDENEK LUCKY

Photographs by
RUDOLF ZUKAL

THE sudden development on the skin and fins of a fish of small white spots, which are sharply separated from their surroundings, is recognised at once by every experienced aquarist as the sign of infestation by parasites. These parasites have settled on or in the skin of the fish and are nourishing themselves on the skin mucus, blood or skin cells.

It is, however, not so universally known that similar signs can be produced by two different parasites. One is a little creature that is properly called a plant flagellate of the genus Oodinium. This causes the disease known as 'velvet'. The other belongs to the protozoan parasites and is called Ichthyophthirius multifiliis. The life cycle of each type and treatment of the two infestations is very different and therefore it is necessary to know a few details.

In freshwater fishes, Oodinium pilularis and Oodinium limneticum are the types found as parasites on the skin of fishes in 'velvet disease'. Both types are very similar and have the same life cycle. The grown parasites leave the skin of the fish, on which they have been nourished for a long time, and fall to the base on to stones and plants. At normal
aquarium temperatures (71–75°F; 22–24°C) and in favourable light conditions the propagation of the parasite takes place within 2–3 days.

Within a few hours after leaving its host, the parasite is ready to multiply and gives rise to the next generation of 32 or 64 individuals, by means of a succession of splits down the middle of each cell; each young parasite has a long tail-like part that enables the tiny organisms to move in the water. When the young parasites reach a host, they settle on the skin and begin to nourish themselves at its expense. They like very much to find for themselves a spot where earlier the mother parasites lived and left behind funnel-shaped cavities.

The parasites grow slowly and in several weeks reach a size of 0.050–0.070 mm.; they can, however, be as big as 0.140 mm. At first they are globular or eggshaped but later are pear-shaped and are fixed to the skin of the fish by the narrow end. The single-celled parasite is filled with light-refracting regions called vacuoles; as the light is reflected back from these the parasites become visible on the skin of the fish as small grey-white spots. Under the microscope the nucleus of the parasite, which is about 0.012 mm. in size, can be seen. In the initial stages of the disease one cannot without a microscope be quite certain if it is in fact being caused by this parasite or another—"White spot" (Ichthyophthirius multifiliis).

**Life Cycle of White Spot**

After the grown parasite leaves the skin of a fish it settles and forms a cyst on some solid surface in the aquarium. Within the cyst it divides to form more than a thousand new cells. These eventually escape from the cyst (shown magnified on a plant leaf) and swim in the water (too small to be seen at this stage without magnification) and each one is capable of forming a new spot on any fish it reaches. It is while the young parasites are swimming in the water that they can be killed by suitable chemical treatment of the water.
The fully formed white spot (Ichthyophthirius) parasite also leaves the skin of the fish, swims actively in the water and adheres to some part of the solid bed of the aquarium, often on the glass, and forms a cyst. Within this the parasite divides up gradually, so that by the breaking-out stage 10,000–20,000 new cells escape from the walls of the cyst and swim with the help of their hair-like projections or cilia in the water to look for a new host. The young parasites reach a length of 0.050 mm.; they are long and pointed at the front end, and with this point they perforate the fish's skin, penetrate and establish themselves in the layer of skin in which the blood capillaries are. The parasites grow very quickly and soon reach a size of up to 1 mm. Each contains a large sausage-shaped nucleus, which is because of its colourless liquid content is lighter than the main part of the parasite, which has a great number of tiny light-reflecting vacuoles.

The appearance of the fish skin at the first phase of both velvet and white spot infestations is approximately the same. The white spots appear on the attacked fish, and they are often visible on a dark back on a transparent fin. Whereas with the velvet (Oodinium) the spots are just about possible to see with the naked eye, with the white spot (Ichthyophthirius) parasite small nodules appear under the little spots and as these nodules are more than 1 mm. in size they are visible to the naked eye even from a distance.

An important difference between these two parasites is in their virulence. Velvet brings about the death of only a few fish, mostly only young fish that are undernourished, or adult fish that have been without food for a long time, and then exposed to a massive invasion by parasites. The white spot parasite is devastating and can destroy most fish in a very short time. It has been established that many fish are able to achieve immunity and so do not succumb to the parasites.

If we are aware of the important fact that the first of the two parasites, the velvet parasite, settles on the skin of the fish whereas the second, the white spot parasite, penetrates deep into the skin under the epidermis, we come to realise that the curative effect of anti-parasite baths will be different. Many aquarists maintain that for white spot anti-parasite baths will bring about an immediate cure. We, however, believe that although this is so with velvet parasites, which are present on the skin and are immediately overcome by the anti-parasite remedy and fall from the fish, with the true white spot the bath must operate for a long time to be able to heal the fish. The white spot parasites are deep in the skin of the fish and will not be affected by the bath; they must first leave the fish to be killed by the remedy.

Malachite green has shown itself in the last few years to form a very effective bath against both diseases. Aquarium fishes and plants can well stand a concentration of 0.01 mg. to a litre of water (0.01% : 1:100000 grains per gallon). The anti-parasite bath can be prepared in a large container, in which the fish will not be overcrowded. First the correct weight of the anti-parasite remedy is dissolved in a small container of water, and then this solution is sprinkled on the surface of the aquarium. With this method it is not necessary to mix up the water in the aquarium. The bath is effective for about 3 days. In this time velvet parasites start to be destroyed immediately, right from the beginning; the white spot parasites are killed gradually as they leave the fish's skin. While the treatment is being used the water temperature in the aquarium should be raised to about 80°F (25–26°C). Both of these diseases occur very frequently during the breeding of ornamental fish throughout all Europe and in other parts of the world. Consequently it is advisable for aquarists always to have the anti-parasite bath to hand. Only in this way can fish be saved from these pernicious diseases.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Only malachite green of pharmaceutical quality (from a chemist) should be used and the dose required must be carefully calculated from the exact volume of water being treated.

---

**What's New?**

**External Filter**

PRICE, quite properly, is not always what is looked at or mentioned first when a new product is described but with the new British AIRSTREAM SLIMLINE aquarium filter the low cost is bound to attract attention. This external filter is designed for tanks up to 12 gallons capacity. The rigid, clear plastic case measures overall approximately 6 in. by 6 in. by 12 in. Bendable metal strips that slot into the reinforced top back edge of the case permit the filter to be hung on almost any size of aquarium frame. A removable slotted platform stands at the bottom of the case and the air line attaches to a short tube forming part of this platform and which delivers the air into the wide plastic tube forming the air-lift return pipe. An inlet siphon tube is also supplied. Filter media are packed over the platform in the usual way. Designed and produced by Inter-Fet, the Airstream Slimline is priced 12s. 6d.

**Freeze-dried Daff**

ALTHOUGH dried water fleas are a well-known form of fish food, their nutritional value compared with that of live fleas is usually considered to be much reduced. This is because the drying process (in the sun) used to prepare them is long and slow. Live Daff Fresh Frozen is a product designed to overcome this deficiency, for it is made by freeze-drying the Daphnia within an hour of their collection. Freeze-drying removes only the water. The Fresh Frozen Daff float on the water surface when added to the aquarium and are taken by the fish at the top. Aquasculturists (Live Foods) Ltd say that the packs of fleas keep indefinitely. Cost is 18p per pack.
Tottenham’s Twenty-first

Commemorated by Founder President

At the meeting of the Tottenham & District A.S. on 8th August, members were agreeably surprised to discover that, almost to the day, the occasion marked the twenty-first anniversary of their Society's foundation. They were reminded of the fact by the appearance as a visitor to the meeting of Mr Charles Wright, who was founder president of the Society. Mr Wright said that, although for many years he has lived away from Tottenham, he has continued to take an interest in the club's affairs. To commemorate the anniversary he presented to the Society a handsome plaque with the Society's sea-horse emblem and the letters T.D.A.S. mounted on it. Mr Wright also gave the Society some mounted photographs of their first officers for 'the archives'.

Tottenham's chairman, Mr F. Williams, accepted the plaque and gave thanks on behalf of the Society, saying that the plaque would have pride of place at meetings. Although Mr Wright had kept his intention of making the presentation a secret and had not announced that the purpose of his visit was to bring the anniversary to the Society's notice, it emerged that Mr Wright was far from being forgotten in the Tottenham area. One member present recalled that, although it was at the time when he still wore 'short trousers', he well remembered receiving advice on fishkeeping from Mr Wright.

PetFish Monthly would like to add its congratulations to the Society on reaching its 'majority' and wishes it many more birthdays to come.

Flash-back to 1947. Tottenham’s original officers, including president Mr Wright (centre, back). A close-up of the presentation plaque is shown in the photograph on the right.
BECAUSE of business and other commitments, several positions in the GLOSSOP A.S. committee have become vacant recently, and these have now been filled as follows: chairman, Mr. J. Ingrams; treasurer, Mr. C. D. Macdonald; publicity, Mr. D. R. Chambers; secretary, Mrs. M. Ingram, 117 Station Road, Huddersfield, via Hyde, Cheshire (phone Glossop 3243).

The Society's second annual open show was very successful; the following details of the results have now been received.

Best fish in show, the awarons entered by Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw of Battersea A.S. (M. points). 

Loricerae. Guppies: 1, Mr. H. Hilton (Bromford); 2, Mrs. O'Connell (Blackpool); 3, Mr. J. Shepherd (Saltford); 4, H. Denton (Workop); 5, Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw (Battersea); 6, Mr. W. V. Gillingham (Leeds); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 8, B. Thompson (Gloucester); 9, Mr. F. Brandon (Valley); 10, W. B. Bizarre (Stourbridge).

Barbs. Brown: 1, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 2, Mr. E. D. Smith (Gloucester); 3, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 4, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 5, Mr. B. Thompson (Gloucester); 6, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 8, Mr. P. H. Denton (M. points).

Lakynycha. Small: 1, Mr. H. Denton (Workop); 2, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 3, Mr. H. Denton (Workop); 4, Mr. B. Thompson (Gloucester); 5, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 6, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 8, Mr. M. H. Denton (M. points).

Stickleback: 1, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 2, Mr. E. D. Smith (Gloucester); 3, Mr. F. Brandon (Valley); 4, W. B. Bizarre (Stourbridge); 5, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 6, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop). 

Loricerae. Guppies: 1, Mr. H. Hilton (Bromford); 2, Mrs. O'Connell (Blackpool); 3, Mr. J. Shepherd (Saltford); 4, H. Denton (Workop); 5, Mr. and Mrs. Grimshaw (Battersea); 6, Mr. W. V. Gillingham (Leeds); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 8, B. Thompson (Gloucester); 9, Mr. F. Brandon (Valley); 10, W. B. Bizarre (Stourbridge).

Barbs. Brown: 1, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 2, Mr. E. D. Smith (Gloucester); 3, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 4, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 5, Mr. B. Thompson (Gloucester); 6, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 8, Mr. P. H. Denton (M. points).

Lakynycha. Small: 1, Mr. H. Denton (Workop); 2, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 3, Mr. H. Denton (Workop); 4, Mr. B. Thompson (Gloucester); 5, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 6, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 8, Mr. M. H. Denton (M. points).

Stickleback: 1, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 2, Mr. E. D. Smith (Gloucester); 3, Mr. F. Brandon (Valley); 4, W. B. Bizarre (Stourbridge); 5, Mr. J. Denton (Workop); 6, Mr. D. Smith (Gloucester); 7, Mr. J. Denton (Workop). 

A DEARTH of good quality tankfisIs is causing concern to the GOLDFISH SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN. Mr. W. L. Wilson, secretary of the Society, is suggesting that any member who has spawned all the eggs he might raise a spawning and make the devices available to members, many of whom would be more than willing to devote an aquarium to the chance lot in the hope of obtaining a few first-class specimens. To encourage the breeding of tankfishes, the trophy donated to the Society by Mr. Joe Line will eventually be awarded exclusively for the tankfish class at the meeting for current breeders.

OLD and new members get to know each other better in sharing the task of helping the Society's writes Mrs. Vera Parkes in the journal of the MERSEYSIDE A.S. and new members have shared the enthusiasm of older members in preparations for the Society's Exhibition at the Liverpool Show. The long planning and arranging that precedes this show is, however, well worth the effort in the new members that result. Some of the interesting activities in store for such new members will be slide lectures such as the one given on lower Barry Pengelly to club members in June. 44 club members thoroughly enjoyed the lecture and replies to the questions asked and were enthralled with the wonderful slides that Mr. Pengelly had photographed of the characium family, of tropical marine, freshwater tropicals, lizards, snakes and reptiles.

AT open shows recently two members of AIREBOROUGH & D.A.S. have received the best in show award. Mr. J. A. Whiteley achieved this at the Bradford show with his pinnafish (this fish must have a charmed life—it finished its journey to the Glosop show minus most of the water it had started in). At Tadcaster, Mr. R. Taylor received the best in show award for his Pelmochromis guentheri. At home, club members have been receiving some excellent practical advice. A demonstration and talk by fellow member Mr. K. Emmerson to collect large amounts of Daphnia so Mr. W. Waterburn of Bradford gave a very informative talk on "Aquarium Electrics". Seven new members were made welcome at the July meeting and were able to enjoy the quiz conducted by president Mr. R. Lister, and view some fine fishes entered in the club's table show. Mr. P. Barron won the fish of the month award with a red-tailed black shark and Mr. R. Taylor, in the August table show, with a congapea ta.
supported and Mr P. Norris was presented with the fish of the month trophy for two consecutive months. Junior members of the club now have a show table of their own but can still compete against the seniors if they so wish.

New members are warmly welcome to join in these activities and should contact secretary Mr A. Addison (3 Hewitt Street, Latchford, Warrington) for details.

BRISTOL T.F.C. are delighted to be able to report that all the many hours of hard work put in by members and their wives resulted in a "best ever" open show, their eighth. Although the support from societies outside the Bristol area was disappointing, fish bunched by local enthusiasts were of a very high standard and gave the judges, Mr J. Wheeler, Mr P. Baines, Mr D. Boydton, Mr B. James and Mr H. C. B. Thomas, a difficult task in painting the exhibits. Many awards were given by only half a point. "Future" club members were allowed free entry if they were wearing the club badge of the local newspaper's children's club. Local schools were also able to bring along organised parties.

Mr F. Brown of Bristol was awarded the Best Exhibit Cup for his tiger catfish, and together with chairman Mr L. Littleton, gained the highest points in the show and was jointly awarded the Highest Points Cup. Other awards were made to the following.

**Fishers**:

**Awards**:

**Furnished aquaria**

**Tropical A.V. fish**

**Furnished aquaria**

**Furnished aquaria**

**Furnished aquaria**

**Furnished aquaria**

**Furnished aquaria**

**Furnished aquaria**

**Furnished aquaria**
SOCIETY programme-makers will be exhibiting their films at a series of film shows for sale free at club meetings available from Unilever Film Library, Unilever House, Blackfriars, London, E.C.4.

GUILDFORD & D. A.S. members had good reason to feel pleased with the results of the inter-club table show held with WOKING A.S. and WEYBRIDGE. Six entries in each of three classes were required from each club and Guildford entries 'sweped the board'. Detailed results were:

Barbe: 1st Mr Walter (Guildford); 2nd 1st Mr Robinson (Woking); 3rd Mr Avlyot (Woking); Cheesants: 1st Mr Welch (Woking); 2nd Mr Walter (Guildford); 3rd Mr Johnson (Woking); Livebearers: 1st Mr Walter (Guildford); 2nd Mr and Mrs Brooks (Woking).

Anyone interested in joining the club is invited to contact secretory Mr Walter at 67 Applegarth Avenue, Guildford, Surrey.

THE FIRST real open show ever put on by CAMBRIDGE & D. A.S. proved a huge success. Over 3000 members of the public came to see the fish and exhibits were received from many places. The Society wish to record their thanks, to everyone who contributed in any way, for their support and look forward to seeing them all again at some future date. The best fish in show award went to the severum cichlid belonging to Mr J. Thorne. Detailed results were as follows.

Club furnished aquaria: 1st Harlow & D. A.S. (88); 2nd Cambridge & D. A.S. (72); Individual furnished aquaria: 1st Mr B. Edmond (92); 2nd Mr A. Hulver (73); 3rd Mr K. Aube (78); Goldfish: 1st Mr R. Russell (72); 2nd Mr A. Hulver (76); Fancy goldfish: 1st and 2nd Mr S. Tibble (85, 82); British native: 1st Master Art (74).

Male guppies: 1st Mrs L. Thorne (78); 2nd Mr R. Mayne (75); 3rd Mr R. Russell (72); Female guppies: 1st Mr M. Bradford (74); 2nd Mr R. Ott (73); 3rd Mr W. Sherwin (72); Platy: 1st Mr G. Kirby (72); 2nd Mr M. Lander (74); 3rd Mr R. Maggs (73); Swordtails: 1st Mr R. Davison (79); 2nd Mr D. Lander (74); 3rd Mr R. Maggs (73).

On Saturday 13th July the numbers on the crowded holiday roads in the south were swelled by aquarists making their way to the twelfth open show of Basingstoke & D. A.S. and entries from Portsmouth, Salisbury, High Wycombe, Gosport, Guildford and many other clubs helped to make up the 380 entries received. Basingstoke's Show is part of the town's Carnival Week and no mean contribution at that. The time spent by the townfolk at the show, in the pleasant Carnival Hall decked with flowers, looking at the fascinating occupants of the well-labelled and easily viewable tanks, must have been a high-light of the Week. Club secretary, Mr Dave Walls, show secretary, Mr A. Marshall and show manager Mr A. Blake earned the thanks of all club members. Judges Mr A. G. Jessup, Mr C. A. T. Brown, Mr J. Stillwell and Mr R. Esson made the following awards: the F.B.A.S. Major trophy for characins was awarded to Mr J. Goddard (Salisbury, red-eyed tetra); the F.B.A.S. Championship trophy for livebearers, tropical teams of four to Mr R. G. Cox (High Wycombe, albino sword); the Ryan Cup to Mr Tom Errey (highest pointed fish entered by Basingstoke member); the Speedy Edmonds Cup to Mr Adrian Blake (highest total points gained by Basingstoke member) and the Ron Keeping tankard was awarded to Mr Arthur Marshall for the best dwarf cichlid entered by a Basingstoke member. A male guppy was judged to be the best fish in show and was entered by Mr C. Beets of Portsmouth.

Society results are: pairs: 1st Mr John Thorne (chefar barb); 2nd Mr John Thorne (guppies); 4 X 4 show jars: 1st Mr Barry Abbott; 2nd Mr Stone. Social events, though not so frequent during the summer holiday period, will include an outing to Bournemouth A.S. this month and many other functions are planned. Recent lectures have included talks on fish foods and feeding and diseases of fishes. Many other speakers are booked and auctions of fish, plants and equipment arranged that provide good fun for members and good value all round. New members and new entries always welcome.

Mr Derek Woodward of 34 Uxbridge Road, Hanworth, Middx.
SOCIETY programme-makers will be showing a selection of films available for use free at club meetings available from Unilever Film Library, Unilever House, Blackfriars, London, E.C.4.

GUILDFORD & D. A.S. members had good reason to feel pleased with the results of the inter-club table show held with WOKING A.S. and WEYBRIDGE. Six entries in each of three classes were required from each club and Guildford entries ‘swept the board’. Detailed results were:

Barbe: 1, Mr Walker (Guildford); 2 and 3, Mr and Mrs Robinson (Woking). Grand: 1, Mr A. Hulver (73); 2, Mr A. Hulver (73); 3, Mr K. Abrams (73). Special: 1, Mr R. Russell (73); 2, Mr A. Hulver (76). Prize: 1 and 2, Mr S. Tumble (84); 3, Mr A. Hulver (76). British native: 1, Master A. Ott (74).

The following are club entries as follows:

Club furnished aquarium: 1, Harlow & D. A.S. (88); 2, Cambridge & D. A.S. (72). Individual furnished aquarium: 1, Mr R. Edmond (76); 2, Mr A. Hulver (73); 3, Mr K. Abrams (76). Old fashioned: 1, Mr R. Russell (73); 2, Mr A. Hulver (76). Fancy goldfish: 1 and 2, Mr S. Tumble (84); 3, Mr A. Hulver (76). British native: 1, Master A. Ott (74).

Society game: 1, Mr L. Thorne (78); 2, Mr R. Thorne (78). Female game: 1, Mr M. Bradford (74); 2, Mr R. Ott (72); 3, Mr W. Sherwin (78). Dry fish: 1, Mr G. Kirby (78); 2 and 3, Mr R. Russell (78). Aquatic plants: 1, Mr B. Davison (79); 2, Mr D. Lander (79); 3, Mr A. Hulver (78). Aquatic plants: 1, Mr B. Davison (79); 2, Mr D. Lander (79); 3, Mr M. Ott (79).

Female game: 1, Mr L. Thorne (78); 2, Mr R. Thorne (78). Male game: 1, Mr M. Bradford (74); 2, Mr R. Ott (72); 3, Mr W. Sherwin (78). Dry fish: 1, Mr G. Kirby (78); 2 and 3, Mr R. Russell (78). Aquatic plants: 1, Mr B. Davison (79); 2, Mr D. Lander (79); 3, Mr M. Ott (79).

ON Saturday 13th July the numbers on the crowded holiday roads in the south were swelled by aquarists making their way to the twelfth open show of BASINGSTOKE & D. A.S. and entries from Portsmouth, Salisbury, High Wycombe, Gosport, Guildford and many other clubs helped to make up the 360 entries received. Basingstoke’s Show is part of the town’s Carnival Week and no mean contribution at that. The time spent by the townfolk at the show, in the pleasant Carnival Hall decked with flowers, looking at the entries and admiring occupants of the well-labelled and easily viewable tanks, must have been a high-light of the week.

Club secretary, Mr Dave Walls, show secretary, Mr A. Marshall and show manager Mr A. Blake earned the thanks of all club members. Judges Mr A. G. Jessop, Mr C. A. T. Brown, Mr J. Stillwell and Mr R. Eason made the following awards: the F.B.A.C. Major trophy for characins was awarded to Mr J. Goddard (Salisbury, red-eyed tetra); the F.B.A.C. Championship trophy for livebearers, tropical teams of four to Mr R. G. Cox (High Wycombe, albino swords); the Ryan Cup to Mr Torn Erey (highest pointed fish entered by Basingstoke member); the Speedy Edmonds Cup to Mr Adrian Blake (highest total points gained by Basingstoke member) and the Ron Keeping tankard was awarded to Mr Arthur Marshall for the best dwarf cichlid entered by a Basingstoke member. A male guppy was judged to be the best fish in show and was entered by Mr C. Beets of Portsmouth.

Mr Derek Woodward of 34 Uxbridge Road, Hanworth, Middlesex, was invited to contact secretary Mr Walker at 67 Applegarth Avenue, Guildford, Surrey.

The FIRST real open show ever put on by CAMBRIDGE & D. A.S. proved a huge success. Over 3000 members of the public came to see the fish and exhibits were received from many places. The Society wish to record their thanks, to everyone who contributed in any way, for their support and look forward to seeing them all again at some future date. The best fish in show award went to the severum cichlid belonging to Mr J. Thorne. Detailed results were as follows.

Club furnished aquarium: 1, Harlow & D. A.S. (88); 2, Cambridge & D. A.S. (72). Individual furnished aquarium: 1, Mr R. Edmond (76); 2, Mr A. Hulver (73); 3, Mr K. Abrams (76). Old fashioned: 1, Mr R. Russell (73); 2, Mr A. Hulver (76). Prize: 1 and 2, Mr S. Tumble (84); 3, Mr A. Hulver (76). British native: 1, Master A. Ott (74).

Society game: 1, Mr L. Thorne (78); 2, Mr R. Thorne (78). Female game: 1, Mr M. Bradford (74); 2, Mr R. Ott (73); 3, Mr W. Sherwin (78). Dry fish: 1, Mr G. Kirby (78); 2 and 3, Mr R. Russell (78). Aquatic plants: 1, Mr B. Davison (79); 2, Mr D. Lander (79); 3, Mr M. Ott (79).

Common goldfish: 1, Mr V. P. Vosey (73); 2, Mr J. Norris (Basingstoke, 73); 3, Mr A. Marshall (Basingstoke, 73). Shubunkin: 1 and 2, Mr V. P. Vosey (75, 73). A.A.C. fancy goldfish: 1, Mr V. P. Vosey (63). A.V. pond or river fish: 1, Mr B. Hunt (Portsmouth, 83); 2, Mr V. P. Vosey (85); 3, Mr R. Keeping (Basingstoke, 80). Guppies: 1, Mr R. Erey (Basingstoke, 80); 2, Mr R. Erey (Basingstoke, 80). Gosport: 1, Mr R. Erey (Basingstoke, 84); 2, Mr R. Erey (Basingstoke, 84). Putnam: 1 and 2, Mr F. B. Young (Reigate & Redhill, 76); 3, Mr H. Wright (High Wycombe, 76). Mrs. Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill): 1, Mrs. Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill); 2, Mrs. Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill).

Main prizes: 1, Mr D. Jones (Southampton, 75); 2, Mr F. Lange (Basingstoke, 74).

Championship: 1, Mr J. Goddard (Salisbury, 79); 2, Mr J. Goddard (Salisbury, 79); 3, Mr A. Marshall (Basingstoke, 79). A.A.C. Championship: 1, Mr L. Davis (Reading, 80); 2, Mr A. Larkham (Salisbury, 79); 3, Mr A. Marshall (Basingstoke, 79). A.A.C. Championship: 1, Mr L. Davis (Reading, 80); 2, Mr R. Erey (Basingstoke, 84); 3, Mr T. Sweeney (Basingstoke, 78). Siamese fighting fish: 1, Mr A. Blake (Basingstoke, 77); 2, Mr R. Keeping (Basingstoke, 79); 3, Mr J. Sears (73). A.A.C. Championship: 1, Mr J. Thorne (Basingstoke, 87); 2, Mr R. Young (Reigate & Redhill, 76); 3, Mr S. Cook (Salisbury, 77). A.A.C. Championship: 1, Mr A. Blake (Basingstoke, 77); 2, Mr R. Armstrong (Basingstoke, 77); 3, Mr F. B. Young (Reigate & Redhill, 77). A.A.C. tropical: 1, Mr R. Armstrong, 81; 2, Mrs. J. Wright (Gosport, 81); 3, Mr M. J. Davis (Reading, 76).

Mr. P. M. Kerr (Reading) was awarded the best breeding pair: 1 and 2, Mr V. P. Vosey (72, 60). Livebearers teams of four: 1 and 2, Mr R. G. Cox (High Wycombe, 80); 3, Mr R. Armstrong (Basingstoke, 85); 4, Mr B. Hunt (Portsmouth, 75). Egelayers teams of four: 1 and 3, Mr R. Armstrong (Basingstoke, 85); 2, Mr M. J. Davis (Reading, 76).

President's Award to Mr V. P. Vosey (75) for raising the highest number of entries in the competition categories. Mr. P. M. Kerr (Reading) was awarded the best breeding pair: 1 and 2, Mr V. P. Vosey (72, 60). Livebearers teams of four: 1 and 2, Mr R. G. Cox (High Wycombe, 80); 3, Mr R. Armstrong (Basingstoke, 85); 4, Mr B. Hunt (Portsmouth, 75). Egelayers teams of four: 1 and 3, Mr R. Armstrong (Basingstoke, 85); 2, Mr M. J. Davis (Reading, 76).
RESTARTING an annual open show, for a society that has discontinued it in the past, is always a risk, but it seems that this can be done successfully—so indeed BOURNEMOUTH A.C. have proved. Last year saw the first Bournemouth open show for a few years, and a very successful venture it was; but this year the 'novelty' had gone and all concerned were probably wondering whether the success of 1962 would be repeated or was going to be proved just a 'flash in the pan'. PFM's reporter is glad to be able to confirm that it was another success. Although the total number of entries was down in comparison with last year, the enthusiasm and support of the public proved to be much greater. Some 500 people saw the show (other than the exhibitors!) and a total of 14 societies bunched fish, which numbered also the many entries by private individuals. Notable aquarists were present—Mr. F. Brown from Bristol and Mr. J. Stillwell from Portsmouth, who assisted the judges in their task. Several stands were present including those of two local traders, one of whom had a nice show of amphibians, notably salamanders, and cacti (ideal additions to the fish house), and there was an I.M.S.S. stand.

The best fish in the show, and also the best tropical fish in the show, was the Cichlasmia severum—a magnificent specimen owned by Mr. R. K. Willey of Salisbury A.S. and awarded 85 points. The best coldwater fish in the show, a golden rudd, was entered by Mr. V. Collins of Yeovil A.S. (89 points). Detailed results were as follows:

Male guppies: 1 and 2, Miss P. M. Carr (Brighton); 3, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton). Female guppies: 1, Mr. Scott-Morgan (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. C. Beets (Bournemouth); 3, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton). Platy: 1, G. P. Carter (Weymouth); 2, Mr. A. Nicholas (Yeovil); 3, Mr. C. Beets (Bournemouth). Mollys: 1, Mr. M. Salisbury (Salisbury); 2 and 3, Mr. A. Nicholas (Yeovil). Swordtails: 1 and 2, Mr. R. Demming (Bournemouth); 3, Mr. T. Garcia (Bournemouth). Betta: 1, Mr. R. J. Brown (Salisbury); 2, Mr. J. Goddard (Salisbury); 3, Mr. B. Grouse (Bournemouth). A.A.V. catfish: 1, Mr. G. C. Beets (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. S. Cooke (Salisbury); 3, Mr. F. M. Sherborne (Bournemouth). A.A.V. chamichili: 1, Mr. T. Garcia (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. T. Garcia (Bournemouth); 3, A.A.V. Chamichili. Hemigrammus and Hypheodreus: 1, Mr. G. C. Beets (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. M. Salisbury (Salisbury); 3, Mr. T. Garcia (Bournemouth). A.A.V. Danio rhabdos: mii: 1, Mr. D. F. Harding (New Forest); 3, Mr. S. Carr (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. R. Lawrence (Brighton). A.A.V. trichogaster: 1 and 2, Mr. H. Armitage (Portsmouth); 3, Mr. R. S. A. Harvey (Salisbury). A.A.V. cichlids: 1, Mr. R. K. Willey (Salisbury); 2, Mr. T. Garcia (Bournemouth); 3, Mr. Scott-Morgan (Bournemouth). Angelfish: 1, Mr. C. W. Eaton (Weymouth); 2, Mr. R. G. Lake (Shalford); 3, Mr. A. J. Ryan (Bournemouth). A.A.V. cichlid and loach: 1, and 2, Mr. R. G. Lake (Bristol); 3, Mr. C. Smith (Shalford). A.A.V. Leporidens: 1, Mr. J. W. C. Chester (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. B. Waddle (Bournemouth); 3, Mr. T. V. Common (chub). Jefferies (Bournemouth); 2, Mr. V. Collins (Yeovil); 3, Mr. S. Collard (Bournemouth). Male cichlids: 1, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton); 2, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton); 3, Mr. T. Garcia (Bournemouth). Male guppies: 1, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton); 2, Mr. G. P. Carter (Weymouth); 3, Mr. C. Beets (Bournemouth). Male swordtails: 1 and 2, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton); 3, Mr. F. Brown (Bristol); 4, Mr. V. Collins (Yeovil); 5, Mr. T. G. Croucher (Brighton).

The work involved in putting on their open show by no means exhausted the activities of the Society. At the return inter-club match with CHORLEY & D. A.S., the school society won by 17 points to 15 despite the fact that Mr. A. C. Hays (Chorley) had the best fish in show, a brown aca that gained 85 points. Mr. L. Lancaster (Chorley) and Mr. N. D. Swindlehurst (Hutton) made notable displays.

Much of the Society's success has been due to the hard work put in by the judges, as Mr. J. S. Hancock made clear at the club's annual general meeting. He made special mention of Mr. W. A. Nicholls and Mr. N. D. Swindlehurst, treasurer, R. J.
SHOW secretary Mrs B. Scrimshaw of NOTTINGHAM & D. A.S. is hoping that club members have had wonderful holidays and are returning refreshed and full of enthusiasm to tackle the preparations for the NATIONAL OPEN SHOW, 7th-8th September at the Drill Hall, Triumph Road, Nottingham.

Stringer and show secretary D. J. Radcliffe (Kindu, Todd Lane South, Lostock Hall, Preston, Lancs PR5 5XE); treasurer, R. McCann; assistant secretary, J. H. Bradley, equipment officer, P. Kinny; publicity officer, R. J. H. Murray. Mr Hancock warned that the coming year could be particularly difficult as each member pulled his weight to help the officers for there were many plans to carry out. It was proposed to enter a stand at the B.A.F. and it was hoped to invite local societies to join in an excursion to The Aquarium Show in London this November. It was announced that J. H. Bradley had been awarded highest points at table shows throughout the year (435). R. J. Stringer was second with 27 and K. Williamson third with 13.

THE 'handy men' among the members of YORK & D. A.S. have once again given fellow members the benefit of their ingenuity. At a 'technical topics' meeting a series of short talks and discussions were given. Mr H. G. Sutton showed several types of air pumps to give members an idea of the one most suitable for their own requirements. Mr E. Leadley demonstrated a warning system that would operate in the event of a failure in electricity in the fish house. Mr M. H. Cooper again demonstrated, for the benefit of newer members, his modification to the Swirlaway cleaner whereby for about Lt the cleaner could be modified to use electricity and Mr G. B. Hawsby showed the modifications he had designed for using a Windmill Air Rejector in tanks both deeper and shallower than standard ones.

Leading points positions in the club's table show competition are as follows: Open class: Mr G. Pygott (26), Mr M. H. Cooper (28), Mr P. Carey (11), Novice class: Mr A. Hargreaves (18), Mr D. Hockley (14), Mr P. Waddington (14), Junior class: Master P. Carey (20), Master R. Thiel (27), Master A. Machin (18).

Members of the Public were able to sit comfortably at the CROYDON A.S. open show and watch the judges at work—by positioning themselves in the gallery of the large hall in which the show was staged. An adjoining picture gallery made a very useful annexe to house stalls, club shop, a beautifully mounted display of stamps including many showing tropical marines, and the refreshment facilities. A total of 497 entries were bench and entries were received from Brent, Houns- low, Thurrock, Uxbridge, Houghton, North Kent, Reigate & Redhill among many others.

The best fish in show trophy was presented to Mrs Smith for a pearl-scale goldfish that gained 82 points. Mr R. Cooper of Kingston won the F.B.A.S. trophy for loaches with a Betta splendens and the Labyrinth Trophy went to Mrs Hunter of North Kent for a Macropodus con- color. The Ladies Rose Bowl was presented to Mrs Nicoll of Reigate & Redhill (the lady exhibitor winning the highest total of points) and the Croydon Cup for the club with the most award cards will be held for the next year in its home ground as it was won by Croydon A.S.

Gunpin: 1. Miss Thorne (Hounslow, 75); 2. Mr J. Thorne (Hounslow, 79); 3. Mr C. Cartoon (Croydon, 74); 4. Mr P. Carrington (London Transport, 75); 5. Mr J. Randall (North Kent, 80); 2. Mr J. G. Stockwell (London Transport, 75); 3. Mr J. J. Smith (Walsham-le- Willows, 79); 4. Mr M. J. Smith (Walsham-le-Willows, 74); 5. Mr M. J. Smith (Walsham-le-Willows, 79); 6. Mr B. Mathar (Walsham-le-Willows, 77); 7. Mr P. G. Abbot (Brent, 76); 8. Mr A. Mary (Walsham-le-Willows, 78); 9. Mr C. Chisholm (Croydon, 74); 10. Mr A. B. Brevard (Thurrock, 81); 11. Mr S. Chisholm (Croydon, 79); 12. Mr P. J. Thorne (Croydon, 80); 13. Mr S. H. Smith (Brent, 79); 14. Mr R. Chisholm (Brent, 78); 15. Mr W. T. Glass (Willenhall, 74); 16. Mr B. Pearson (Freeston, 75); 17. Mr B. D. Thompson (Croydon, 81); 18. Mr J. P. W. Penny (Croydon, 80); 19. Mr T. D. Smith (Brent, 79); 20. Mrs Hunter (South Kent, 79); 21. Mr J. Marshall (Croydon, 77); 22. Mrs Hill (Croydon, 76); 23. Mrs Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill, 81); 24. Mr C. Chisholm (Croydon, 78); 25. Mr B. Pearson (Freeston, 76); 26. Mrs Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill, 75); 27. Mrs Nicoll (Croydon, 76); 28. Mrs Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill, 75); 29. Mrs Nicoll (Croydon, 76); 30. Mrs Nicoll (Reigate & Redhill, 75).

Mr K. T. Sherwood (left) receiving first and second awards for his shubunkins at the Croydon Open Show.
COLOURED slices of the Furnished Aquarium Exhibition at Bradford proved exceptionally interesting to SWILLINGTON A.S. at a recent meeting since Swillington members were successful in the show. Other entertainments at meetings have been in excellent slide show supplied by the B.K.A. and a quiz formulated by one of Swillington's.

Results of the Society's third open show have now been received. The best-in-show went to Mr. Turner of Mixenden for a blind cave tetra. Other results are listed below:

Section 1, mollies: 1, Mr. and Mrs. J. & M. J. Dennie; 2, Mr. B. Wombwell; Playa; 3, Mr. and Mrs. Colin; a syntetic winner; 4, Miss B. Kaye, Swordfish; 5, Mr. P. Bourn; 6, Mr. W. Wright; Section 2, guppies: 1, Mr. P. Reynolds; syntetic winner; 2, Mr. P. Reynolds; syntetic winner; 3, Mr. P. Reynolds; syntetic winner; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; syntetic winner; 5, Miss A. G. Eversen; 6, Mr. W. W. White (syntetic winner); Mr. J. Turner (syntetic winner); Mr. Whitley; Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; Section 3, dwarf cichlids: 1, Mr. B. Walker; 2, Mr. T. Chamberlain; 3, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie. Large cichlid: 1, Mr. P. Carey (syntetic winner); 2, Mr. J. Taylor; 3, Mr. E. Scotton.

Section 4, Cardinal cichlids: 1, Mr. A. Eversen; 2, Mr. R. Walker; 3, Mrs. J. R. Bailey; 4, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 5, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 6, Mr. J. R. Bailey; Section 5, discus: 1, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 2, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 3, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 4, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 5, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 6, Mr. J. R. Bailey; Section 8, Barb: 1, Mr. P. Reynolds; 2, Mr. P. Reynolds; 3, Mr. P. Reynolds; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; 5, Mr. P. Reynolds; 6, Mr. P. Reynolds; Section 9, goldfish: 1, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 2, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 3, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 4, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 5, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 6, Mr. J. R. Bailey; Section 10, minnows: 1, Mr. P. Reynolds; 2, Mr. P. Reynolds; 3, Mr. P. Reynolds; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; 5, Mr. P. Reynolds; 6, Mr. P. Reynolds; Section 11, rudds: 1, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 2, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 3, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 4, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 5, Mr. J. R. Bailey; 6, Mr. J. R. Bailey; Section 12, mirror carp: 1, Mr. P. Reynolds; 2, Mr. P. Reynolds; 3, Mr. P. Reynolds; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; 5, Mr. P. Reynolds; 6, Mr. P. Reynolds; Section 13, Koi: 1, Mr. P. Reynolds; 2, Mr. P. Reynolds; 3, Mr. P. Reynolds; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; 5, Mr. P. Reynolds; 6, Mr. P. Reynolds; Section 14, breeding cichlids: 1, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 2, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 3, Mr. S. Batty; 4, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 5, Mr. S. Batty; 6, Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; Section 15, breeding barbs: 1, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 2, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 3, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 4, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 5, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 6, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; Section 16, aquascape: 1, Mr. P. Carey (syntetic winner); 2, Mr. P. Carey (syntetic winner); 3, Mr. P. Carey (syntetic winner); 4, Mrs. S. Batty (syntetic winner); Section 17, cockerel: 1, Mr. F. D. Hunt; 2, Mr. F. D. Hunt; 3, Mr. F. D. Hunt; 4, Mr. F. D. Hunt; 5, Mr. F. D. Hunt; 6, Mr. F. D. Hunt; Section 18, furnished tank: 1 and 2, Mrs. S. Batty (syntetic winner); 3, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; 5, Mr. P. Reynolds; 6, Mr. J. R. Bailey.

THE SOUTH WALES SECTION of the FEDERATION OF GUPPY BREEDERS SOCIETIES held its annual show the beginning of July, when 14 exhibitors brought 152 entries between them. Three Gold jewel awards and three Silver Pins were awarded, Mr. Peter Garner of Cardiff, a new member of the section, was awarded Best South Wales Exhibit and best in show. He also won his first silver pin. The best female in show award went to Mr. M. Delingpole (S. Midlands) and the best breeders team to Mr. J. Wheeler (Provincial). Mr. P. Player received the best South Wales breeder award and the South Wales Points Cup went to Mr. R. Wigg. Detailed results follow.

**Cichlids**

For males, judge Mr. D. Bowens: 1, Mr. P. Carey (B. Midlands); 2, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 3, Mr. and Mrs. J. & H. Dennie; 4, Mr. P. Reynolds; 5, Mr. P. Reynolds; 6, Mr. P. Reynolds. For females, judge Mr. R. Wigg: 1, Mr. F. Hall (Wells); 2, Mr. M. Delingpole (S. Midlands); 3, Mr. P. Carey; 4, Mr. P. Carey; 5, Mr. M. Delingpole; 6, Mr. M. Delingpole. For juvenile males, judges Mr. D. Bowens, Mr. R. Wigg: 1 and 2, Mr. M. Delingpole; 3, Mr. M. Delingpole; 4, Mr. M. Delingpole; 5, Mr. M. Delingpole; 6, Mr. M. Delingpole. For juvenile females, judges Mr. D. Bowens, Mr. R. Wigg: 1 and 2, Mr. M. Delingpole; 3, Mr. M. Delingpole; 4, Mr. M. Delingpole; 5, Mr. M. Delingpole; 6, Mr. M. Delingpole. For juvenile mixed, judge Mr. R. Wigg: 1 and 2, Mr. M. Delingpole; 3, Mr. M. Delingpole; 4, Mr. M. Delingpole; 5, Mr. M. Delingpole; 6, Mr. M. Delingpole. For least and topweight, judge Mr. N. Court: 1 and 3, Mr. J. Wheeler (Pow); 2, Mr. M. Delingpole (Wells); 4, Mr. J. Wheeler (Pow); 5, Mr. M. Delingpole (Wells); 6, Mr. M. Delingpole (Wells). For best of breed: 1, Mr. P. Carey; 2, Mr. M. Delingpole; 3, Mr. P. Carey; 4, Mr. P. Carey; 5, Mr. M. Delingpole; 6, Mr. M. Delingpole.

**In Brief**

...LEEK & D. A. S. amended rules now include the presentation of a cup and commemorative plaques for Aquarist of the Year and Junior Aquarist of the Year, based on show points obtained at monthly shows. Latest table shows results for cattle, loaches and gobies by judging (judged by Mr. M. Jerard and Mr. W. Ash) are: 1 and 2, Mr. G. Thompson; 3, Mr. R. Walker; 4, Mr. R. Walker; 5, Mr. G. Thompson; 6, Mr. G. Thompson. Results for livebearers class judging by Mr. Morris and Mr. Myall were: 1, Mr. S. Ormoned; 2 and 4, Mr. W. Ash; 3, Mr. R. Billing.

...THE ADDRESS of the show secretary of MID-HERTS A.S. Mr. C. Withers, is now: 13 Chesham Road, St Albans, Herts. June saw club members travelling many miles to enter fish in shows at Glasgow, Brighton, Unbridge and Cambridge, with a good deal of success. Members are also supporting home table shows very well. Mr. Pye of Brentwood Aquatics judged the mini aquaria and plant show as well as providing an excellent slide show. Over 70 fishes were bunched at the second June table show.

During July, members enjoyed open lectures by chairman Mr. T. Tinkham, on tank construction and by Mr. P. Bird on pond life, and at the table show for livebearers, judge Mr. K. Nutt of Tottenham gave the best fish in show award to the swordtail owned by Mr. I. Willis.

...THE STAND set up by ILFORD & D. A. & P.S. members at their local hobbies exhibition, the Redditch Aquarium show, proved quite popular and it felt that some good publicity was won for the hobby. Judges have also much enjoyed a lecture by Mr. H. Tashbury of Brentwood on breeding and raising the more exotic goldfish species. He illustrated his talk with some excellent slides and a selection of specimens.

Mr. P. Woodley has won the Society's annual pond competition (Mr. L. Smith, 3rd, Mr. R. Bird; 4, Mr. P. Barley), and his name appears again in the club's news in connection with the officers elected at the June annual general meeting. These are: president, Mr. V. Price, vice-presidents, Mr. Nott, Mr. L. Jarvis, Mr. R. Hughes; chairman, Mr. A. L. Stebbing, vice-chairman, Mr. J. A. Sanders; treasurer, Mr. M. Brill; assistant treasurer, Mr. L. Smith; secretary, Mr. R. Smith; press secretary, Mr. L. Smith; librarian, Mr. K. A. Armstrong; committee, Mrs. V. Woodley and Mrs. K. Ruth; auditors, Mr. J. Hattam and Mr. G. Irish.
... RESULTS of recent table shows of NEW FOREST A.S. have been: guppies: 1, Mr D. Tuckwell; 2, Mr R. Travers; 3, Mr R. Mooley. Swordtails: 1, Mr D. Tuckwell; 2, Mr R. Mooley; 3, Mr K. Newton. Members were very successful at the Southampton open show, where they took three firsts.

OFFICERS elected at the STOCKTON-ON-TEES A.S. annual general meeting are: chairman, Mr D. Keightley; secretary, Mr D. Tuckwell; show secretary, Mr E. Walls; treasurer, Mr T. Stephens; vice-secretary, Mr B. C. Mennet; committee, Mrs B. C. Mennet, Mr Emmerson, Mr W. Bowman, Mr K. C. C. Mennet, Mr L. Collins.

... WAKEFIELD & D. A.S. members, as guests of YORK A.S., thoroughly enjoyed the excellent trip arranged by the host Society around their own members' fish houses. Results of Wakefield's classified table show were: 1, Mr J. Reynolds; 2 and 3, Mr B. Kilner. A.O.V.: 1, Mr J. Walker; 2, Mr J. Reynolds; 3, Mr G. Balby. A.O.V. novice: 1, Miss S. Cooke; 2, Mr J. Balby; 3, Mr C. Williams.

... HUCKNALL & BULWELL A.S., jointly with RAINWORTH & D. A.S., are to hold an exhibition of tropical fish at the Hucknall Round Table's annual gala on Monday, 2nd September, where it is hoped to display some 40 furnished tanks. A list of unusual problems have had to be overcome, not least of which have been the heating arrangements, as the exhibition is being held in a canvas marquee in a field. Space heating has seemed to be the answer. A cordial invitation is extended to all aquarists to visit the exhibition.

... EALING & D. A.S. are determined that financial crises shall not mar their organisation and to this end have co-opted Mr R. C. Mills on to the committee as fund-raiser. Another recent put into action has been the selection of a panel of three to answer questions put by members. The panel consists of Mr A. Ankin, a local pet shop proprietor.

A FESTIVAL OF SPEAKERS is being planned by HORSFORTH A.S. for Sunday, 5th December. The convention will be held in the main Hall at Leeds University and two speakers already booked are Mr Norman Mason-Smith and Mr Gerald Jennings. Further details will be published as soon as they are received.

Badge of the Month

THE design of the BLACKPOOL & FYLDE A.S. badge in blue, gold and black on white is of such a modern form that people are surprised to find it was created nearly 20 years ago. Mr Ray Legge, present curator of Belle Vue Zoo, designed it when he was assistant secretary of the Society. Mr Legge's artistic skill, well known to visitors at Belle Vue and Blackpool Tower Aquariums, was also put to work in the design of the front cover of the Blackpool club magazine 'Discus'. Secretary is Mr L. G. Howard, 56 Stanford Avenue, Blackpool, Lancs.

Mr R. C. Mills, who has kept tropical fish for 11 years, and Mr C. Rainbow, who has followed the hobby for 5 years. Club member Michael Sadler (age 15) was voted in as the Society's first junior committee member.

... WESTON-SUPER-MARE & D. T.F.C. were hosts this year in the inter-club competition with YEOVIL & D. A.S. and we were all winners by 84 points to 54. The best fish in show was a very nice Motileina sphehoides entered by Mrs Bushell of Yeovil; and the 60 or 70 people who attended found it most helpful to have the judges, Mr J. Wheeler (Bradford-upon-Avon), Mr F. Brown (Bristol) and Mr T. Jones (Bristol) explain how each fish had been pointed.

... BRISTOL A.S. are pleased to report the successes of club member Mr F. Brown who has taken best fish in show awards at both Salisbury and Bristol T.F.C. open shows. The club's July table show was held over on the evening when they were visited by Mr T. L. Dodge of M.A.P.S. Mr Dodge described the coldwater fish fanciers' year, taking in the care and maintenance of the pond and aquarium and giving details of breeding and rearing fancy varieties of goldfish. So animated was the discussion that arose and so many were the questions that club members had for Mr Dodge that to everyone's disappointment the meeting time ran out.

... CHAIRMAN of a new Society formed in CARLISLE is Mr James R. Baxter (52 Moor Park Avenue, Belle Vue, Carlisle).

... SCARBOROUGH & D. A.S., as a newly formed society, consider they are off to a good start with a membership of 42. Meetings so far have included a slide-tape show on the 1967 B.A.F., a picture quiz and a talk by Mr G. B. Harries of York A.S. on White Cloud Mountain minnows. The club now has a permanent meeting place at The Barlowcliffe Hotel (first and third Wednesday of each month at 8.0 p.m.).

... AT THEIR first appearance at an open show TONBRIDGE & D. A.S. members were very pleased to collect four awards. These were won at Medway by Mrs J. Bellingham (first for a Laboe bicolour), Mr J. Bellingham (second for a spinner barb) and Mr J. Mathieson (third and fourth). The committee have also been greatly encouraged to see the new members arriving for meetings (Dowgate Hall, Tonbridge, at 8.0 p.m. on the second Wednesday of each month).

... FOLLOWING on a talk by fellow members Mr Peter Greening and Mr Fergus McNaughton on judging, DUNDEE A.S. members arranged a judging competition for the next meeting to put some of their newly won 'theory' into practice. The September meeting will take the form of a quiz between teams representing the president versus the vice-president.

... WELL OVER 50 members attended the HORSFORTH A.S. monthly meeting in July and took along 28 fish for the table show. Results were: specified class: 1, Mr M. Pollard; 2, Mr M. Barker; 3, Mr A. Jobbins, A.O.V.: 1 and 2, Mr W. Audley; 3, Mr K. Shaw. Junior: 1 and 2, Mr D. Shaw; 3, Mr S. Elstub. The sponsored walk brought in over £15 to club funds, which have since been additionedly swollen by proceeds from a very successful auction.

... YEOVIL & D. A.S. members achieved great success at the Bourne- mouth A.S. open show. Mr V. Collins won the best coldwater award and other successes included...
the third best fish in show, a first and second with twin tails, a first and second for a.o.v. coldwater and a first in coldwater breeders. Mrs Gillard achieved a second in breeders egglayers and a fourth for goldfish and Mr A. Nicholls a second in the mediol class and a third in playas.

... RESULTS of the thirteenth table show held by BRENT A.S. were: Corydoras: 1, Mr T. D. Smith; 2, Mr V. C. Coyne; 3, Mr M. Abrahams. A.o.v. catfish: 1, Mr T. D. Smith; 2, Mr P. Abbott; 3, Mr C. Hedley. A.o.v. egglayers: 1 and 2, Mr P. Shrimpton; 3, Mr T. D. Smith. The best fish in show award C. S. Rust.

... MIDLAND AQUARIUM LEAGUE final table placings are: Bedworth, 84; Coventry, 71; Atherstone, 66; Leamington, 61; Rugby, 57; Northampton, 43.

... LEAMINGTON & D.A.S. are still mildly astonished at the numbers of large fish entered in their open show. Large fish in large tanks caught them unprepared. 322 entries came from as far afield as Newport and Cardiff.

... SECRETARY of REIGATE & REDHILL A.S. is now Mrs M. Young, 36 Ashdown Road, Reigate, Surrey.

MR ERN HICKS, in an article on snails in 'Finchit', published by the Aquarium Society of Victoria, suggests that one excellent way to remove snails from a tank is to keep one or two clove noches. He has found that they completely eliminate snails from a tank, given time.

... BECAUSE of the huge increase in the MANCHESTER SECTION of the F.G.A. a new meeting place has to be found. Meetings are held on every Sunday at 2:30 p.m. and are now at The Drill Hall, Stretford Road, Manchester. Entrance and car park in Cambridge Street.

... MEMBERS of BLACKWATER A.S. have just obtained their first trophy—a first in the club furnished aquarium class at the Medway A.S. show. Chairman Mr Eddie Lee worked so hard to achieve this that he almost missed getting his own fish into the show. Secretary Mr Kempen tells us there are still a few vacant chairs at the Hayleay Oak on the third Wednesday of the month (8.0 p.m.) and he adds ‘so come along and join us hobbyists’.

... AFTER a break for the summer holidays BRIGHTON & SOUTHERN A.S. members returned to a slide-tape lecture by Mr Jim Kelly on ‘Chester Zoo’ hired from the F.G.A. and obtained by popular request. The first half of the year has brought increased membership and entries as table shows increased to such an extent that classes have had to be divided. A warm welcome for newcomers on alternating Wednesdays at the Prince George, 21 Porchester Street, Brighton.

... ADDRESS of the secretary of CHELTEMHAM & D.A.S. is Mr E. J. Brett, 58 Grims Close, Swindon Village, Cheltenham, Glos. (Please note change from that given in July.)

... LONGBEACH (CALIFORNIA) A.S. participation in the town’s great annual Hobby Show was a little complicated this year by the fact that the maintenance crew belonging to the venue, the Auditorium, were all new, and though most co-operative, were unfamiliar with the problems of the room allotted to the aquarium show. All the old staff familiar with every nook and cranny of the building were exercising their expertise on the Queen Mary that the town now possesses.

Dates for Your Diary

1st-2nd August, 1st-3rd September, HARLOW A.S., Annual Show. Open Show (Harlow Town Show), 1st September. Schedules from Mr J. B. Duncan, 113 Little Finsbourn, Harlow, Essex.

1st September, SALFORD A.S. Open Show. Room Mr W. T. D. Smith, 2 Marsden Road, Swinton, Salford.

7th September, RETHYN GREEN A.S. Open Show, Dunster Castle, Dunster, Taunton, Somerset. Schedules from Mr B. J. Green, 44A North Street, Downend, Bristol.

7th September, NOTTINGHAM & D.A.S. National Open Show, Drill Hall, 63a London Road, Nottingham. Schedules from Mr R. J. B. Smith, 40 Avelbury Close, Nottingham.

8th September, BADLETT F.G.A. Annual Show, Guides Hall, Wright Street, Badlett, Herts. Enquiries to Mr H. J. Harris, 49 Robert Burns House, Williams Park Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.

8th September, WARRINGTON A.S. Open Show. St. Bartolomew’s Youth Club (Bell Hall), Oxford Lane, Warrington. Benchings 12.30-2.0 p.m. Schedules from show secretary, 42 Hood Lane, Warrington.

14th September, NUNEaton A.S. first Open Show. 10 classes. Show schedules from Mr G. C. Cox, 36 Manor Court Road, Nuneaton, Warwicks.

14th September, HOUNSLOW A.S. Open Show. Youth Centre, Cecil Road, Hounslow. Schedules from Mr Bert Pratt, 23 Woolwood Drive, Feltham, Middlesex.


21st September, MID-HERTS A.S. Open Show. St. Pauls Church Hall, St. Albans, Herts. Benchings: furnished rooms, 9.30 a.m.; Refreshments, sideshows, bar, acoustic show, 11.30 a.m. Details from Mr B. C. Cole, 64 William Green Road, Woking, Surrey.

21st September, STONE A.S. Open Show. Walton Community Centre, Walton, Wigan. Benchings 10.30 a.m.; Schedules from Mr K. Harvey, 61 St Vincent Road, Walton, Wigan.

21st September, REIGATE & REDHILL A.S. Open Show. Sunnies Hall, Reigate. Benchings 9 a.m.; Refreshments, 11.30 a.m. Details from Mr J. Perry, 45 Western Drive, Godalming, Surrey.


22nd September, BLACKPOOL & FYLDE A.S. Eighteenth Open Show. Horticultural Society, South Promenade, Blackpool.

26th October, HEYWOOD & D.A.S. Open Show. Ambulance Hall, Bamford Road, Heywood.
THE AQUARIUM SHOW
7th-16th November. At the RHS Old Hall, Vincent Square, London S.W.1. Schedules available from the Show Organiser, Freshwater Fish Monthly, 554 Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17.

10th November. HARTLEPOOLS A.S. Tenth Open Show. Longgear Hall, Hartlepool. Schedules from Mr. J. D. Watson, 42 Sydenham Road, Hartlepool, Co. Durham.

23rd November. THE HACKNEY SHOW. Details from Mr. Len Smith, 4 Mere Crescent, Holloway, London N.19.

23rd November. GSGB Quarterly Meeting, Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, Holborn, London, 2.30 p.m. Details from Mr. W. L. Wilson, 77 Constable Gardens, Edgware, Middlesex.

1st December. AIREBOROUGH & D. A.S. Seventh Open Show. The Town Hall, Gnosall, Nr. Leek, Yorks. Schedules from Mr. G. E. Walker, 2 West End Terrace, Gnosall.


3rd March. HUDDERSFIELD T.F.S. Open Show. Drill Hall, St. Paul’s Street, Huddersfield.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS

BELFAST, N.I. Visit GOING TROPICAL. 152 Agnes Street. Fine selection of tropical fish and plants. Also full range of tanks and equipment. Open until 8.00 p.m. Tuesday and Friday.

TROPICAL AND MARINE FISH
Fresh supplies weekly. Plants, tanks, accessories. Ronada Ltd, 153 Queen’s Rd, Blackburn (phone 57654). Opposite Queen’s Park Flats. Open daily. 9.30 a.m.—6.00 p.m.; Closed all day Monday.

OLDbury’S OF CHESTER. 100 varieties tropical fish, freshwater and marine. 40 varieties plants. Equipment. Live foods. Evenings after 7 p.m. Weekends 2 to 6 p.m. 36 Pearl Lane, Vicars Cross, Chester 41671.

NOW AT NEW PREMISES—BETTA PETS. 28 Watery Lane, Preston (phone 27155). Specialists in tropical, marine and coldwater fishes. 43 tanks on display. All equipment and accessories in stock.

PLYMOUTH TROPICALS for your fish, plants and equipment. North Hill Nurseries, Tavistock Road, Plymouth. Phone 62663.

OVER 120 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish—for personal shoppers only. Kingsfishery, 308 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 0-650 3716. Closed Wednesdays.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates: 6d. per word (minimum charge 6s.); Box no. 1 extra if required. Remittance with order to be sent to PetFish Monthly 554 Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17


BRITISH GROWN PLANTS. Vallis, tetta, Vallis spiralis, Ludwigia, Bacopa, all 6s. doz.; Ambulia 8s. doz.; Cabomba 10s. doz.; Amazon swords 4s 6d. each; Malayisan swords 3s 6d. each, Indian fern 2s 6d each; variegated rush 4s each; A. sessilis (red) 2s 6d each. Plant collections made up to any value (add 2s 6d postage to all orders). Good selection of tropical and coldwater fish, aquariums (including larger sizes), equipment and remedies, garden pools, fountain/fall units. Mail order service. Why not pay us a visit? W. H. Smith Aquatics, 67 Reddish Lane, Gorton, Manchester 18. Phone 223-2967. Only 5 mins from Belle Vue Zoo.

NATURA 3, 3 Paved Court, Richmond, Surrey (between King Street and The Green). 01-940-8982. Eighty species tropicals and full range equipment.

Neons, zebras, angels, tiger barbs, mollies etc. 2s 6d each, 9 for £1. Open daily 9-6; Wednesday 9-1. We also stock butterflies from all over the world and collectors’ equipment.

CUT PRICE AQUATICS. Lancashire’s leading aquatic and pet stores offer 8 mixed tropicals for £1, Tetramin less 15%; good coldwater and plant display and a comprehensive range of tanks and equipment at discount prices. Open daily from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Close at 6.0 Sat./Sun. Lancashire Aquatics, Townley Street, Middleton. Phone Middleton 3596.

VEILTAIL GUPPIES. 70 varieties tropical fish, also marine fish. 30 varieties tropical plants. Equipment, live food (fresh daily). Weekend 10 a.m. —9.30 p.m. Weekdays 5 p.m. —9.30 p.m. Vaughan, 6 Rodney St, St Helens (26871).

EQUIPMENT

RUSTPROOFED aquaria, ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturers. S.A.E. Westby’s, Barton, Ormskirk.

LARGE AQUARIUM FRAMES, STANDS, SHADES. 1 x 1 x 1 in. steel angle: 36½ x 12 x 12 in., 28s; 42 x 12 x 12 in., 32s; 1½ x 1½ x 1½ in. steel angle: 42 x 12 x 12 in., 38s; 42 x 12 x 15 in., 40s; 42 x 15 x 15 in., 46s; 48 x 15 x 15 in., 49s;
WE CARRY IN STOCK—
All your REQUIREMENTS for SUCCESSFUL FISHKEEPING. We INVITE you to WRITE for our CATALOGUE — OUR POSTAL SERVICE is COURTEOUS and EFFICIENT. (Regret Fish for callers only)

Your Guarantee of Satisfaction
—since 1948

Telephone
2406
WINGATE
7, MARKET STREET
WINCHESTER

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS (continued)

FISH
SUPERB VEILTAIL GUPPIES
Awarded ‘Water Life’ diploma. Best in open show £1 per pair, carriage 5s. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615 West Street, Crewe.

FAN/TAILS, two pairs at 25s; also youngsters. London. Box no. 686.

FOOD
FINEST QUALITY UTAH BRINE SHRIMP at discount prices. I dozen 2s 6d size for 24; 1 pint size 40s. pint 70s. Call or write c.w.o. to Lancashire Aquatics, Townley Street, Middleton, Lancs.

REPTILES
REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS. Free list. J. & D. Naturalists, 51 Sandy Road, Seaforth, Liverpool, 21.

PLEASE MENTION PETFISH MONTHLY when replying to advertisers.

WATER PLANTS
PERRY'S FOR PLANTS. 1st and 2nd Awards British Aquarists' Festival. Assorted selections tropical or cold, 7s 6d, 10s 6d, 12s 6d. Vallis. torta, S. nanus, 6s doz. Cryptocoryne beckettii, wittii, harringtoni, 2s 6d each, six assorted 10s. Water wisteria, giant hygrophila, 2s 6d. Post 1s. All advertised accessories. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615 West Street, Crewe.

POT LUCK. Special offer (post only). Grown in heated pools, so disease-free for fish. 55 tropical quarantined aquatic plants and 8 cuttings tropical jungle plant for house or fish house. 19s 6d post paid. Ian Frazier, Bachelors, Ockham, Ripley, Surry.

WARINGTON OPEN SHOW
September 8th
Show schedules containing full details from show secretary, 42 Hood Lane, Warrington.

ACUREL Q°
a completely reliable cure for WHITE SPOT, FUNGIUS and ALGAE
An entirely British product of course.
**AQUAPETS**

**OFFER QUALITY... AND QUANTITY.**

**TROPICAL PLANTS**
- Ludwigia mullertii
- Malayan swords
- Pygmy chain swords
- Rotala
- Red Altenanthera
- Giant Hygrophila
- Green Cabomba
- Hairgrass
- Hygrophila polysperma
- Indian ferns
- Vallisneria spiralis
- Vallisneria torta
- Sagittaria natans
- Amazon swords
- Ambulia
- Aponogetons
- Water Wistaria
- Variegated Rush
- Cardamine
- Cryptocoryne
- Riccia
- Spatterdock
- Myriophyllum
- Fourleaf clover
- Giant Sagittaria
- Willow Leaf Hygrophila

**KILLIFISH AVAILABLE**
- A. panchax, E. chaperi
- A. lineatus, A. calliurum
- A. australis, R. uruphthalmus
- P. plattisi, R. miles

As a further shipment of killies is expected early September please phone our Ealing or Tolworth shops for details.

**MALE FIGHTERS 9/6**

**SPECIAL**
- 4" HIGH SPATTERDOCK GROWN FROM SEED IN OUR TROPICAL PLANT ROOM
**AVAILABLE EARLY SEPT**
- Tropical prawns
- Mystus vittatus
- Half beaks
- Discus
- Kissing gourami
- Grasscutter cats

**FISH SPECIALS**
- Cherry barbs
- Tiger barbs
- Schuberti barbs
- Checker barbs
- Steoliczka's barbs
- Platy variatus
- Red platy
- Lemon wag platy
- Red wag platy
- Glowlight tetra
- Neon tetra
- Copper tetra
- Red eye tetra
- Beacon tetra
- Platinum tetra
- Rosaceus tetra
- Flame tetra
- Buenos Aires tetra
- Marbled cichlid
- Badis badis
- Copeina arnoldi
- Black mollies
- Red swords
- Blue gourami
- Zebra danio
- Silver angels
- Harlequins

**A SELECTION OF COLDWATER AND POND PLANTS AVAILABLE**

**J. T. HUNT (AQUAPETS) LTD**

17, LEELAND ROAD, WEST EALING, W.13

Tel: 01-547 3748

Opening Hours: 9:00—5:30
Half-day Wednesday

382 EVELL ROAD, TOLWORTH, SURREY

Tel: 392 6675

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
### Where to Buy

**PFM RETAILERS’ DIRECTORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Opening Hours</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIDGESHIRE</td>
<td>Honesyone Aquatic Nursery (Chatteris 2418)</td>
<td>M T Th S Sun 9-5 W F 9-10 p.m.</td>
<td>Trop F Plants Pond F Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honesyone Road, Chatteris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO. DURHAM</td>
<td>The Fish Bowl (Sunderland 71026)</td>
<td>M T Th F S 10-6 Closed W</td>
<td>Trop F Pond's Marines Rep &amp; amphib Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burden Road, Sunderland</td>
<td>M T W Th F 2-7</td>
<td>Trop F Rep &amp; amphib Marines Plants Equip (Whol &amp; Ret)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterworld (Hartlepools 66132)</td>
<td>S 10 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103a Park Road, Hartlepool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERBYSHIRE</td>
<td>Terry J. Aquatics (Derby 21335 &amp; 23716)</td>
<td>M T W 2-8 F 9.30-8 S 9.30-7.30 Sun by app</td>
<td>Trop F Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>129 St Thomas Road, Derby DE3 8RH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMPSHIRE</td>
<td>Atlantis Aquarium (Bournemouth 53593)</td>
<td>M T Th F S 10.30-6 W Sun 10.30-1</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>449 Wimborne Road, Winton, Bournemouth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANCASHIRE</td>
<td>Kelly's Pets Unlimited (061-223 3494)</td>
<td>M T Th 10-6 F 10-8 S 10-5 Closed W</td>
<td>Trop F Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>212 Ashton New Road, Manchester 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEICESTERSHIRE</td>
<td>The Boot Aquaria (Leicester 27788)</td>
<td>M T Th 10.30-1 2.15-6 F 10.30-1 2.15-6.30 S 10-6 Closed W</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>198-200 Belgrave Gate, Leicester</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trop F Pond EQUIP Foods Maries Pond F Whol &amp; Ret)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONDON</td>
<td>Johnson's Aquarium (01-672 6742)</td>
<td>M T Th 10.30-1 2.15-6 F 10.30-1 2.15-6.30 S 10-6 Closed W</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>223 Longley Road, Tooting, S.W.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTTINGHAMSHIRE</td>
<td>Nottingham Aquarium (Nottingham 75925)</td>
<td>T Th F 10-12 2.7 W 10-12 2-6 S 9.30-6 Sun 10-1</td>
<td>Trop F Plants Pond F Marines Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65 Birkin Avenue, Hyson Green, Nottingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFFORDSHIRE</td>
<td>R. J. Cook (021-557 2696)</td>
<td>M T Th F S 9-7</td>
<td>Trop F Plants Pond F Equip (Whol &amp; Ret)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>134-136 Horseye Heath, Tipton</td>
<td>M T W Th F S 9-5.30 W 9-1 Sun 10-1</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Marines Rep &amp; amphib Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Aquarium &amp; Aviary Co. (Lichfield 2405)</td>
<td>M T W Th F S 9-5.30 W 9-1 Sun 10-1</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Plants Equip Rep &amp; amphib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 Bore Street, Lichfield</td>
<td>M T W 9-30-6 30 Th 9-30-2 F 9.30-8 S 9.30-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolverhampton Aquatics (Wolverhampton 24147)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>147 Horseye Field, Wolverhampton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURREY</td>
<td>Egham Zoo (D. L. Runney) (Egham 4607)</td>
<td>M T W S 9-6 Th 9-1</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Rep &amp; amphib Plants Equip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61 High Street, Egham</td>
<td>M T W Th F S 9-6 W 9-1</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Plants Equip Rep &amp; amphib Butterflies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natureae (01-940 8982)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Paved Court, Richmond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSSEX</td>
<td>Conrad A. Dowding, Aquarist (Lewes 3970)</td>
<td>M T W Th 9-1 F S 9-1 2-6</td>
<td>Trop F Pond F Marines Rep &amp; amphib Plants Equip Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 St John's Terrace, Lewes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
The House of Fishes!

LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES
37 Greek Street,
STOCKPORT, Cheshire
Phone: STOCKport 6091
Tropical and Coldwater Fish
Large Selection of Equipment
Plants—Live Foods
Reptiles and Amphibia

SUTTON’S New Aquarium
120 CARshalTON ROAD
SUTTON
Phone 643-1979
A selection of quality
TROPICAL and COLDWATER
FISH in ONE OF SURREY’S NICEST
DISPLAYS All Aquarists’ Needs in Stock
SUNDAY
10 a.m.—1 p.m.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY
10 a.m.—6 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Closed all day
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
10 a.m.—7 p.m.

SCOTLAND
Aquascene (Blantyre 2307)
84 Calder Street, Blantyre, nr. Glasgow
Wilson’s of Glasgow (Glasgow South 2891)
60 Carlton Place, Glasgow C.5

N. IRELAND
Castle Aquatics (Belfast 56088)
78-80 Castlereagh Road, Belfast 5

WALES
Aquarium (OSW 2 55806)
9 Dilliwyn Street, Swansea

For details of advertising Where to Buy write to PETFISH MONTHLY, 554 Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17
Testimonials prove that

IT PAYS TO BUY
WINDMILL
PRODUCTS

"WINDMILL" HAND REJECTOR AQUARIUM CLEANER
Complete with Hand Bellows
16/6 each

"REGENCY" INSIDE FILTER
Designed for easy cleaning
11/- each

"WINDMILL" AIR REJECTOR CLEANER
will work connected to any make of Aerator
11/- each

"WINDMILL" BREEDING TRAPS
Beautifully Designed and Constructed
21 1/6 each

RETAIL ENQUIRIES FROM ALL LEADING WHOLESALERS

Tried, Proven and Tested
THE ORIGINAL PREMIER BIOLOGICAL FILTER

It is unique. It is reliable. It is unseen
It is nature's own method of filtration
It is permanent. It needs no attention

They are saying . . .

1. BETTER CIRCULATION. The Premier Biological Filter collects water from the bottom and recirculates it, thus preventing cold spots—in tanks fitted with this filter fry will even feed at gravel level.

2. HEAT ECONOMY—the action of the Premier Biological Filter gives a continuous circulation of heat and thus provides the desired temperature evenly throughout the aquarium, saving of current costs is noticeable.

3. PLANT GROWTH—in tanks fitted with the Premier Biological Filter plant growth has been more healthy—plant roots do not rot away.

4. WATER CLARITY—tanks are kept suspension free, always crystal clear water. The Premier Biological Filter continually filters and purifies the water.

5. NO MESS—filter mediums are not required for use with the Premier Biological Filter, saving need for replacement, provides a cleaner job and saves money spent on filter mediums. Completely eliminates need for syphoning and prevents black gravel, disposables of sediment where it settles.

6. NEATNESS. The Premier Biological Filter is fitted underneath the gravel, only the air lift is visible. Can be worked by even the smallest of vibration aerators. Once installed can last for years—will not clog up. Suitable for both cold water and tropical aquariums.

Made for 18" tanks at 13/9 each. 24" tanks at 16/6 each.

Other size tanks see fitting chart of filter box

WINDMILL PRODUCTS
244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone: Victoria 5179

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.
THE CREAM
OF AQUATIC PRODUCTS
COMES FROM
CORNWALL

FOR EXAMPLE TAKE OUR

'SUPER SUMMIT'
AIR PUMP

QUIET AS A CAT'S PURR
ABUNDANT AIRFLOW

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION - ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
FULLY RUSTPROOFED - SIMPLIFIED CONTROL
EXTRA PNEUMATIC SPARES - MODEST PRICE

WITH ALL-TIME FREE REPAIRS GUARANTEE
AGAINST FAULTY WORKMANSHIP OR MATERIAL

AN

AND ONLY 27/6 RETAIL

From your dealer only
It is regretted that we cannot undertake to supply direct

manufactured by

SINGLETON BROS. (Electronics) LTD.

TRURO HILL • PENRYN • CORNWALL

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
British Aquarists' Festival
26th—27th October
at
Bellevue Gardens
Manchester
F.N.A.S. Assembly
Sunday Programme
"Illustrated Talks"
Banquet Quality Meals
(Booking a Must)
Stand and Schedule enquiries should be made to
Mr. G. W. Cooke, Spring Grove,
Field Hill, Batley, Yorks.

Aquarius Tropical
Variety of Tropical Marines now in stock
Mon-Friday 10 a.m.—7.30 p.m.
(Closed until 2 p.m. Weds.)
Saturday 10 a.m.—8 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.—2 p.m.

Cichlids a Speciality
76 Monarch Parade
London Road, Mitcham
Surrey
Phone 01-648 0999

Did You Miss These?
Articles that have appeared in past issues of PFM:

Breeding
The Discus Fish
The Glass Fish
Pike Cichlids

Fish Houses
How to Cut the Cost of Running a Fish House
Fish House with Underfloor Heating
A Compact Breeding Installation for Coldwater Fish
Quarantine
Filtration
Growing Fish to Maximum Size

October 1967
October 1967
October 1967
July 1967
April 1966
April 1966
July and Aug. 1967

Limited numbers of these issues are available at 2s each post free.

PetFish Monthly,
554 Garratt Lane, London S.W.17

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
HALVIN
AQUARIUM FILTERS

HALVIN No. 17
“CHAMPAGNE” FILTER

34/6

A Complete Range of Aquarium Filters for all Tank Sizes

Write for brochure to Sole Distributors:

SCANCO
7 GOSWELL HILL, WINDSOR, BERKS.

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
Patriotic fish rise to Phillips Flaked Food

New! A first-class, all-British preparation, Phillips new flaked fish food is highly nutritious and appetising. Fish rise to it with enthusiasm. Furthermore, every flake contains saprolegnia—the exclusive Phillips ingredient that guards against 'cotton wool' fungus.
Buy British — buy Phillips!

Two types: Cold water and tropical.
One price: 1s. 11d. per drum.
PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD.
Park Royal, London N.W.10

MARINE FISH SUPPLIES
OF ENFIELD
NOW STOCK ONLY THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL AND RARE IN CORAL
FISH AND INVERTEBRATES
RING 01-363 0285
AFTER 6 P.M.
FOR AN APPOINTMENT OR PRICE LIST
LIMITED NUMBERS OFFERED TO TRADE

Visit Bean Hatchery
(Hrs K. Cooper)
54 Swanscombe Street,
Swanscombe, Kent
Greenhithe 3148
Large selection of
TROPICALS
PLANTS
ACCESSORIES
Call any time, including Sunday

WHOLESALE RETAIL
BONNER AQUARIA
19 BONNER STREET
BETHNAL GREEN
LONDON E.2
Tel. 01-980 1488

TROPICAL PLANTS
FISH
COLDWATER ACCESSORIES

Importers of Tropical Fish and Plants.
Trade Supplied. Phone or call any time.
Thursdays by appointment only.
Mon.–Fri. (except Thur.) 9 a.m.–8 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m.–1 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.–6.30 p.m.

Entry Form
PFM Photo Competition
Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

Number of entries enclosed __________________________
I have read and will conform with the Rules and Conditions of the PFM Photo Competition.
I declare that the entry (or entries) submitted are my own work as an amateur and not that of a professional photographer.

Signed __________________________
Date __________________________

Please enclose a stamped addressed postcard if you require acknowledgement of safe receipt.

Valid until 30 September 1968

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
HYKRO

THE Name for Aquarium Accessories

Live fish food for your fish every day
Only 9s.

HYKRO Brine Shrimp Hatcher
Designed to give maximum hatching of brine shrimps and perfect separation of live shrimps from the egg-shells. Complete with one loading of shrimp eggs (500,000) and special salt mix

Ask for the large packs of Hykro Shrimp Eggs (Artemia salina) and Hykro Prepared Salt Mixture

HYKRO Variety Food
HYKRO Flakes: Breeder's Pack (1 kilo, over 10 lb) 32s 6d HYKRO Vacation Food, only 1s.

Everything you need for your air lines for precise air control:

Hykro Ganged Valves also 2-way, 3-way, and 4-way
Hykro Nylon Hose Clamps
Hykro Tees and 4-ways

All at reasonable prices. Unbreakable, cannot rust, but as strong as metal

These and all other HYKRO lines obtainable at all good Aquarium Shops

AQUARIUM SEPARATOR

Non-toxic Almost invisible!

Size 1 (small)
7½" x 9¼"
Size 2 (medium)
9½" x 11½"
Size 3 (large)
11½" x 11½"

Makes two aquariums out of one in seconds!

Size no. 3
9s.

FOR THE FISH BREEDER

Hykro Water pH Indicator over 100 instantaneous tests per roll 5s 6d
Hykro Fish Breeder fine or coarse mesh breeding trap 6s

FOR SUPER-CLEAR AQUARIA

Hykro Hi-Fi Undergravel Filters from 11s for a box of two
Hykro Outside Aquarium Filter 15s
Hykro Babies Out Baby Saver Filter 5s

J O E G R A S S B Y
Sole Importer

THE GLEN FISHERIES MOBBERLEY CHESHIRE

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Don’t Miss This Show!

Be the judge of the best aquarium society tableau
See the specialist society displays of the best goldfish,
fancy guppies, killifishes and marines
Enjoy the spectacle of a full array of specimen tropical
fishes of all kinds
Examine and get free advice about all the latest equipment
from manufacturers and suppliers
THURS, 2.30—9 p.m.  FRI. & SAT. 10 a.m.—9 p.m.
SUNDAY 10 a.m.—5.30 p.m.

The AQUARIUM SHOW 1968

Sponsored by PETFISH MONTHLY and organised
with the co-operation of the Federation of British
Aquatic Societies

7th—10th November at the
Royal Horticultural Society
Old Hall, Vincent Square,
London S.W.1

The £ in your pocket IS worth less, with ever
increasing costs. BUT we are proud to say that
McLYNN’S FISH-FOOD (the food in the
plastic box) has NEVER changed in QUALITY,
QUANTITY or PRICE.

It is still 1/6½ oz (14 grams), 2/6 1 oz (28 grams),
5/- 3 oz (85 grams), and jars 17/6 15 oz (425
grams), just the same as it was in 1958.

No better fish-food in the world • Contains
every essential ingredient • Will not foul the
water.

You get full value for your money; being BRITISH
and packed by BRITONS, there are no import
duties, or freight charges, and no devaluation costs
for you to pay.

So BACK BRITAIN and insist on McLYNN’S
Produced and used by D. McINERNY of
McLYNN’S AQUARIUM
EWHURST, CRANLEIGH, SURREY

The author of
‘ALL ABOUT TROPICAL FISH’
The best book on TropicaIs in the World
(85/- plus 4/6 postage)

“COLLEY”
SYPHON PUMP

• Ideal for Aquariums
• Recommended for filling
Motor Mowers & Garden
Sprays
• Made from high grade
polyethylene
• Pumps or siphons
• Capacity 7 pints per
minute

ONLY 6/9 EACH
(Subj ect to Trade discount)

Leaflet from Sale Importers
COLLEY NOCKOLDS LTD.,
126, Spa Road, London, S.E.16

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Feed your fish a life-time’s experience with every flake of TetraMin

TetraMin
STAPLE FOOD
Diet for Tropical Fish
Never clouds water

Please play safe with TetraMin

TetraMin is produced by experts who really know fish and have spent a life-time studying them and their needs. That’s the reason you can be sure that TetraMin is the safe, tested fish food and that’s why it is the market leader in 59 countries. Don’t be misled by imitations or substitutes. Insist on TetraMin, and your fish will be livelier and live longer.

Send self-addressed stamped envelope for the unique FREE fish feeding guide

HERB ROYAL LTD (Tetra Division) COLLEY LANE ESTATE BRIDGWATER SOMERSET

PRINTED BY ADLARD & SON LTD., BARTHOLOMEW PRESS, DORKING